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INTRQDU:C:TlO.N 

Grammarians and grammar students coping with the verb combination 

--that is, trying to define and categorize it and its component parts--

compare favorably with 6fficers of the law contending with an offender 

who, over a long period of time, has evaded the attempts to identify 

or confine him. This often-accused character, usually composed of two 

words, always manages either to have his own defense or to have a 

faction come to his rescue. Easy to picture is his standing back to 

laugh at the world of words and their authorities, for he has managed 

to flourish in spite of his method of making a place for himself in 

that world, and the other charges against him of redundancy and absence 

or disguise of meaning, and of being 11 too much with us. 11 

Besides his elusiveness, the character displays antagonism. 

Throughout the ages he has stood belligerently between the purist and 

the liberal--at one time, for instance, between two great figures in 

the literary world, Dr. Johnson and John Milton. 1 England holds 

America responsible for his existence and prevalence, and America has 

answers to the denunciation. Within these nations he sets a cult or a 

specific group against the people at large. Moreover, he causes confu-

sion between the English-speaking nations and other nations, the latter· 

having little or no understanding of him. He has been the source of 
' 

1 Infra., p. 71. 

1 
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taunting of Ox.ford by Cambridge. 2 ·where he has recognition by the more 

alert elementary student, he is, at the same time, ignored by some of 

the erudite; and he draws forth the simplest terminology as well as the 

highly technical in attempts to identify him. In most instances his 

vividness and colo~ win him a place over his more aesthetic one-word 

cousins. He 11flits about" antagonizing first one and then another, some 

of whom make brave gestures toward understanding him, but others of whom 

think better to leave the culprit to his ways or to aclmowledge him in 

only a very brief manner. 

Highly versatile and prolific, the character sometimes moves in his 

true personality, the literal, but he is really happier in the disguised 

role of assumed impressions, the figurative. He can expand himself to 

many meanings, and may extend in many directions from his root verb by 

way of his second word, which he may change at will to take on a host 

of additional impressions. These impressions are destructive in their 

bad effects, but fruitful and rewarding in the good. Because of his 

versatility, he serves in many offices of the grammatical construction 

business--the main verbs, transitive active and passive, and intransi

tive; the verbals; and the derivative nouns and adjectives. 

It is through the versatility, rapidity of movement, and produc

tivity that the character has gained his prominence, taking a stand like 

a mone~red, though uneducated, man in the higher levels of linguistic 

and syntactical society. Strangely enough, he has maintained his greater 

influence in the lowest levels of speech while absorbing for himself, 

through insistence and determination, some measure of a place among the 

2Infra., p~ 65. 



elite. \''<!here he is not wanted he comes anyway; where wanted he moves 

with alacrity, 

3 

Because of the delayed acceptance on some levels and a hearty wel

come on others, the construction is at war within himself and has a 

split personality. At times he is very charming and effective and at 

others quite loathsome or awkward. He may occur :Ln the lines of the 

masters or in the argot of the pickpocket or of a 11 hot-rod 11 society. 

Defiant he is, not onl:y- against classification, but against his 

very name, or rather, names. These do not come from the character him

self, but from authorities who are the first to declare them unsatis

factory. J'·Iany really do not lmow what to call him; nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to assume that the character enjoys his man;ir aliases. Like 

the man i,,.ri thout a country and an orphan left on the doorstep, he has 

no definite home, famil;y, or name. He, like Topsy, has II just growed. 11 

The character has many good qualities, and, one might say a 

uniqueness. Aside from ans,·vering a need for more emphatic and colorful 

expression in an easy way, he, in genius fashion, fills a requirement 

wherein his one-word relative would be inadequate, or, at best, a poor 

substitute. 

Born with the language itself, he has the treasure of longevity.3 

Today, while still under investigation, he is more powerful than ever 

before. 'l'he investigator's plan is to present some opinions of the 

character, to offer for consideration the problems surrounding him, to 

show him both as a 11 trouble-maker'1 and a "trouble-shooter, 11 and to 

survey his influence in modern writing and speaking. 

3rnfra., p. 66, 
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The Problem 

11 An increasingly important factor in the English Language, and one 

which deserves additional study is the merger of a verb and an adverb 

or preposition as a single part of speech. 114 This opinion of Hook and 

Mathews is succinct-in stating the basic problem of this thesis. 

V·Jhereas the verb-adverb combination is the principal concern, the term 

"verb-adverb" involves the study of the "verb-preposition," for the 

caption, according to some gramrnarians, embraces both constructions. 

There are divers analJrses of combinations as well as many terms for 

naming them; therefore, this syntactical study is concerned not so 

greatly with developing a set of facts as with presenting and elucidat-

ing a number of opinions which in their variety provide an area of 

grammatical confusion, and with a study of frequency of appearance of 

combinations. 

Herein are attempts to answer the following questions: 

r 1. What constructions are, in actuality, verb-adverb combinations? 

Which ones are verb-preposition combinations? 

2. tJhat are the characteristics of each kind of combination? 

3, What definitions and opinions concerning combinations do lead-

ing grammarians offer? 

4, During the past century what changes in thought have occurred 

relative to the particle portion of the combination? 

1 5. •tJhat is the best solution for the understanding of the combina-

tions? 

L,J. N. Hook and E. G. Mathews, Modern American Grammar and Usage 
(New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1956), p. 206. 



6. What is the most suitable terminology for combinations? 

7, What are the values a.nd wealmesses of the combination? 

8. Who is responsible for the prevalence of the combination in 

modern usage? 

9, How prevalent are the constructions in speaking and writing? 

What situations prevail concerning the prevalence? 

Definitions of Terms 

5 

"Verb-preposition" and "verb-adverb" are terms used by the inves

tigator to refer to the respective combinations. "Particle" refers to 

the non-verb portion of combinations, chiefly because it is the term 

approved by most experts. "Combination" often appears throughout the 

thesis to refer to one or both types of construction. Dictionary refer

ences appear as follows: WNID, Webster·• s New International Dictionary; 

WNTCD, Webster's New 'J:'wentieth Century Dictionary; and OED, Oxford 

English Dictionary. 

Definitions of constructions are the investigator's, compiled 

from views of grammarians listed in the bibliography. Such definitions 

along with examples of combinations do not always necessarily represent 

the ultimate opinion of the investigator, but rather, j_n a .su.nn'na.rized 

form, existing data. Examples, other than those designated as belong

ing to a grammarian, writer, dictionary, or some other specified source, 

are also her own. Any similarity of definitions or examples to those 

grammarians offer is the inevitable result of this type of investigation. 

The aim has been to present the definitions and examples in the simplest 

of terms. 
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Organization of Thesis 

Because of the wide difference which exists between the compara

tively limited or inharmonious recognition of combinations and the vast 

popularity of the construct1on in modern usage, this thesis appears in 

two parts. The intent is that the two divisions reveal conditions 

surrounding the grammatical conception at the present time. 

Part One presents definitions of combinations followed by sample 

opinions of grammarians, interspersed with criticisms, comparisons, and 

recommendations by the investigator. 

Part Two offers material concerning the frequency of combinations, 

and factors influencing that frequency. A survey of specific examples 

of speaking and writing showing the number of occurrences of combina

tions and the ratio of these occurrences to total number of words 

concludes this part. 



· PART ONE 

OPINIONS CONCERNING THE VERB-ADVERB COMBINATION 



CHAPTER I 

DEFINITIONS AND COMPARISONS OF VERB COMBINATIONS 

Verb combinations are those grammatical constructions wherein the 

verb portion depends upon the particle portion, prepositional or ad

verbial, for a more complete verb idea. First in importance is the 

segregation of the verb-preposition from the verb-adverb by way of 

definition, examples, and comparison or contrast. Because there are 

reasons for and against the separation of the two for purposes of 

classification, it is necessary to present both the two-fold and sin

gle conceptions, the latter to include the verb-preposition and verb

adverb under the heading, 0 verb-Adverb. 11 

The Verb-Preposition 

The verb~preposition is that construction in which the preposi

tion, rather than being intimately connected with its object, moves, 

by way of meaning, from its object to a closer relationship with the 

verb than it maintains with the object. In an indubitable verb

preposition, the closeness of the preposition to the verb is quite 

obvious, but at times the decision whether the preposition introduces 

an adverbial prepositional phrase modifying the verb, or whether the 

preposition goes more fittingly with the verb is very difficult. To 

see the degrees of relationship requires several example sentences: 

1. Jane can shoot this gun at target practice. 

8 
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Word order: Subject, verb, object of verb, adverbial prepo
sitional phrase. 

Verb construction: Transitive active, independent of prepo
sition. 

Stress: Verb, strong; preposition, weak. 

Meaning: Literal. 

2. a) 
b) 

She must shoot at a spec_ified time. 
She~ shoot at three levels of gun position. 

3, 

1ivord order: Subject, verb, adverbial prepositional phrase. 

Verb construction: Intransitive, independent of prepo
sition. 

a) Prepositional phrase tells "when." 
b) Prepositional phrase tells "where." 

Stress: Verb, strong; preposition, weak, 

Meaning: Literal. 

a) She~ ~hoot at three or four different targets. 
b) Jane can not hit the center target; she will merely shoot 

at it. 

These sentences reveal the difficulty in deciding the office of 

the preposition. In a) is the meaning "to shoot" or "to shoot at," the 

latter meaning that she might try, but because of her inexperience, she 

hasn't a chance? Likewise, in b) is the meaning "to shoot" or "to 

shoot at 11 ? As underlined, the analysis is as follows: 

Word order: 

a) Subject, verb, adverbial prepositional phrase. 
b) (Second clause) Subject, verb-prepositidn, object 

of verb-preposition. 

Verb construction: 

a) Verb, intransitive, independent of preposition. 
b) Verb-preposition, transitive. 

Stress: 

a) Verb, strong; preposition, weak. 
b) Verb, strong; preposition, strong. 



Meaning: 

a) Literal. 
b) Literal, with a suggestion of the figurative. 

Here, however, one must consider the possibility of shoot at as 

the complete verb idea in a). The two words in combination may have 

equal stress, will be transitive, may have the same meaning as in b), 

or remain literal, and may occur in the passive: Three or four 

different targets can be __ shot_~ by her. Consequently, one recog

nizes the possibility of the existence of a combination in a) and 

can realize one area of confusion and of disagreement among author-

ities. 

The possibility of throwing a verb and particle into the passive 

is a test grammarians often use to determine the presence of a combi-

nation, some saying that in the passive, the verb and particle result 

10 

in a combination. Others maintain that if the words are a combination 

in the passive, they are in the active. 

4. It is questionable which target should be~ at. 

Word order: (Clause in apposition) Subject, verb-prepo
sition. 

Verb construction: Verb-preposition, transitive- -passive. 
The passive results in stronger linking between verb and 
preposition. 

Stress: Verb and preposition, ·--~qua.l. 

Meaning: Literal. 

5. a) Which one do you think she should shoot at? 
b) Which one do you think she should shoot§:!? 

Here again appears the difficulty of deciding whether the preposi-

tion introduces the phrase or goes with the verb. The purist might 

insist on the first analysis; however, the second is a popular one: 



Word order: 

a) Object of preposition, verb, subject, verb, subject 
of clause, verb, preposition. 

b) Object of verb-preposition, verb, subject, verb, 
subject of clause, verb-preposition. 

Verb construction: 

a) Verb, intransitive, independent of preposition. 
b) Verb-preposition, transitive,active. 

Stress: 

Verb and preposition equa.L.in both a) and b), a point in 
favor of the verb-preposition interpretation. 

Meaning: 

Literal, both a) and b). 

11 

6. It is better to shoot at and miss the target than not to try 
at all. 

Word order: (Infinitive phrase in apposition) Compound 
infinitive, object of compound infinitive. 

Verb constru9tion: (Infinitives) Infinitive verb-prepo
sition, infinitive. Sense of parallelism invites the 
verb~preposition interpretation for ·the first infinitive. 
Transitive active. 

Stress: Verb and preposition, ue.qual. · · 

Meaning·: Literal or figurative. 

·7. I do not know whether or not John can make top score in the 
match, but he will shoot at it. 

Word order: (Second clause) Subject, verb-preposition, 
object of verb-preposition. 

Verb construction: Verb-preposition, transitive active. 

Stress: Verb and preposition, equa.:;L, or p~!3positdxm ,can be 
stronger. 

Meaning: Figurative, in the sense of to strive for. 

In the preceding sentence examples, the word shoot or at do not 

stray far from the literal meanings, except for shoot in sentence 7. 



Sometimes the verb and preposition depart from their true respective 

meanings as in the favorite among grammarians, 1:)d!! across. 

I ran across Jim at the ball game. 

Such a combination has the repute of being synonymous with a one-word 

verb: 

I met Jim at the ball game. 

The one word, however, is hardly adequate, for~ across carries the 

idea of an unexpected meeting, or an unpredicted, unarranged for, 

occurrence. Likewise, some offer the one-word synonym, discover, for 

!!!! across: 

I~ across my scrapbook in the attic this morning. 

I discovered_:rny_scrapbook in the attic this morning. 

One can not really say that discover is as adequate for the intended 

meaning as is .!!!!1 across, for the verb-preposition means more aptly 

"happened to find." 

The investigator's opinion is that in most instances, it is 

difficult to find an adequate one-word synonym for the verb-preposi-

tion. The one-word verb often requires a preposition or some quali-

fying word or phrase to match meanings with the verb-preposition. 

shoot at. .'To drive at, strive for, aim at ••• , . .(WNJ:D) 

.Dfil. across. 

run into. ---

To encounter by chance • 
To meet with by chance. 

(WNTCD) 
(WNID) 

(a) to encounter by chance. 
(b) to collide with. (WNTCD) 

.!J!!!.in or into. a To enter; to step in; esp., to rush in. b To 
come in collision with. c To change or transform into; to 
merge in •.. d Slang. To arrest. (WNID) 

12 

imong these examples, there is only one one-word synonym, enter, which 

requires qualification to parallel the meaning of 1:BU in. 
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The Verb-Adverb 

The verb-adverb is that construction in which the verb joins with 

a primary adverb for a more complete verb idea, the adverb portion of 

the unit serving to give a situational, directional, or intensive 

force. While there are also degrees of proximity between the component 

parts of the verb-adverb, in the great majority of occurrences, the 

verb-adverb is more strongly unified than is the verb-preposition. The 

reason is that in the true and obvious verb-adverb, there is no connec-

tion between the adverb alone and the noun that serves as the object of 

the verb-adverb. Where there is no object, the adverb, except in cases 

of bold redundancy, is essential to the meaning of the verb. 

1. Jane cut the pictures out of the magazine, 

Word order: Subject, verb, object of verb, adverbial 
prepositional phrase. 

Verb construction: Verb, transitive; phrase tells "where." 

Stress: Verb, ordinary strong stress. 

Meaning: Literal. 

2. Jane cut out the pictures in the Good Housekeeping magazine. 

Word order: Subject, verb-adverb, object of verb-adverb, 
adverbial prepositional phrase. 

Verb construction: Verb-adverb, transitive active. To be 
noted is lack of connection between out and pictures. 
Cut out becomes the action. ~ 

Stress: Verb and adverb, equal. 

Meaning: Literal. 

3. Jane cut the pictures out before anyone else did. 

Word Order: Subject, verb-(object of verb-adverb)adverb, 
adverbial clause. 

Verb construction: Verb-adverb, transitive active. 



Stress: Verb and adverb, equal. 

Meaning: Literal. 

4. Jane wished that every one would cut out the noise. 

Word order: (D~pendent clause) Subject, verb-adverb, 
object of verb-adverb. 

Verb:::;construction: . Verb-adverb, transitive active. 

Stress: Verb and adverb, equal. 

Meaning: Strictly figurative, 

5. Jane, this other picture should be cut .QY]_. 

Word order: Nominative of address, subject, verb-adverb. 

Verb construction: Verb-adverb, transitive passive. 

Stress: Verb and adverb, equal. 

Meaning: Literal. 

Observations and Comparisons 

In consideration of the two types of construction, the following 

comes to mind: 

14 

1. The adverb in the verb-adverb has no connection with the noun 

which follows, whereas the preposition in the verb-preposition main-

tains the link with the noun that follows. 

a) Jane will shoot~ the target, but she will probably miss. 
b) I !!n across Jim at the ball game. 
c) Jane~~ the pictures. 
d) Would you deliberately .rJ!!! out my guests? 

At and across .~aintain the link with target and Jim respectively, but 

out inc) or d) does not link with pictures or guests. 

2. In the verb-preposition, the acquisition of the preposition 

makes an originally intransitive verb transitive. The verb-adverb may 

be either transitive or intransitive. 
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a) I do not want you to laugh at me. 
b) Would you~ out the guests? 
c) Sit down before you fall down. 

In a) laugh is intransitive without the preposition. In b) the verb-

adverb is transitive, and inc), intransitive. 

3. The verb-adverb lends itself to a greater variety of meanings 

than does the verb-preposition. 

a) shoot at: To drive at; strive for; aim at, or have in view, 
as the goal of one's efforts. Colloq. (WNID) 

b) run across: To meet with by chance. (WNID) 

c) cut out: a To remove by cutting or carving ; as, to cut out 
a piece from a board •.• b To shape or form by ... to cut out 
a garment ••• c To scheme; contrive; prepare; as, to cut out 
work for another day •.. d To step in and take the place of 
... as, to cut out a rival. •. e To citeh.ar;. . 11 I am cut out from 
anything but common acknowledgments. 11 Pope., ~ f To remove 
from the midst of a number, group, or series; as to cut 
out a steer from a herd; to cut out a car from a train; to 
cut out a lamp from an electric circuit. g To move, esp. 
sharply or without warning, to one side or the other out 
of a moving line, as of traffic. h Colloq. To eliminate; 
as to cut out waste; hence, Slang, to stop doing, using, 
etc. ; to cease ; om~t; as .cut out the slang. i Australia. 
To finish the process of shearing a flock of sheep ..• 
j Card Plaving. In partnership games, to draw cards to 
determine which players shall give way to newcomers. 
k Mach. (1) To disconnect (a machine) from the source of 
power':" (2) To disconnect (a part, as an engine muffler) 
so as to prevent norm.al operation. 1 Elec. To disconnect 
(electrical equipment) from a circuit •.• m ~. To seize 
and carry off (a vessel) from a harbor, or from under 
guns of the enemy. (WNID) 

d) run out: a To thrust or push out; to extend. b To .wast~; 
to exhaust; squander; as, to run out an estate; also Slang, 
to cause to leave; to expel; as, to~ a person out of 
town • .If. more obvious example occurs in "I did not intend 
to run out the company when I came in. 117 c To flow out, as 
a liquici:- d To pass freely out from some source; as, the 
headland~ out into the sea. f To come to an end; to 
expire, as a lease. g To extend; to spread. h To expa
tiate; as, to~ out into beautiful digressions. i To be 
wasted or exhausted; to degenerate; to become extinct; as, 
an estate managed without economy will soon~ out. j To 
exhaust or expend one's strength in running; as he.!§:!:! 
himself out in the first half mile. Book binding (substitute 
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for fan out) Cricket. fferm in gam.i/ m Print. To fill out 
a line with quadrats, leaders, points, or ornaments. (WNID) 

Even when the connection in the verb-preposition is difficult to 

discern, what might be considered the verb~preposition has a limited 

number of meanings. Where there is a variety of meanings for those 

constructions that may be either verb-preposition or verb-adverb, there 

will customarily be more meanings for the latter construction. 

a) ~ in: a To enter, as a town, house, etc. fverb,::Preposi
tio!!7 b To arrive; as, when my ship comes in, Lverb
adver.!?.7 c To be brought into use. 11Silken_,&arments did not 
come 1:!l. till late. 11 Arbuthno • fverb-adver]2/ d To comply, 
yield, surrender. The answers ~ in abundantly. verb
adver~7 ••. f To enter in its place or course; fit in; as, 
this comes in_pat • ./_yerb-adver]27 g To assume official 
station or duties; as when Lincoln ~ in. fverb-adver.!?.7 
h To enter as a partner. Nill you~ in with me in my 
new venture? verb-adver]27 i To mature and yield a harvest, 
as crops ••. f,rhe corn~ in early this ;;ear. verb"".adver]27 
j Colloq. !I•.§.. To bring forth young ••• z~t what time did the 
mare foal? She~ in around six o'clock this :tnorning. 
fverb-a.dverJ27 k To begin to yield ( oil) ; ,LThe well on the 
Phillips Lease came in at fifty barrels. verb-adverb7 
(WNID) __,. - ~ 

4. To find one-word synonyms is much easier for the verb-adverb 

than for the verb-preposition. In the dictionary meanings just pre-

sented, there is no one-word synonym for shoot at or for 1:9!! across, 

whereas there are several for cut~ and .!!:Y1 out. There is for~ 

in only one for the verb-preposition, but several for the verb-adverb. 

This again reveals the closer corrn.ection of the component parts of the 

verb-adverb over verb-preposition. 

5. The verb-preposition does not permit the object to intervene 

between the co~ponent parts, whereas the verb-adverb does allow the 

intervention. One cannot say with grace or logic; 

a) John will shoot the top score at. 
b) I~ Jim across at the ball game. 
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However, one can say, 

c) Jane c.ut the pictures out. 
d) Did you r:gg the guests out? 

6. Because of the compact·quality of the verb-adverb and because 

of the lack of connection between adverb and the noun.which follows, 

the verb-adverb is more easily recognized than the verb-preposition. 

7, Except for verbals, the verb-preposition does not so readily 

lend itself to derivative nouns and adjectives. One does not say the 

shot. at target, the run across Jim, a sh?ot at, or a .!:9:!! across. 

However, "Running across Jim at the ball game was a pleasant surprise" 

is plausible. One can designate the cut-out pictures from those which 

are not.cut_out, or speak of a cut out on a car. "The run-out guests" 

is perhaps not the best expression, but runout as a noun has two 

meanings in WNID. The verb-adverb, then, appears more often in deriva-

tives than does the verb-preposition. 

8. Because of the greater number of meanings into which the verb-

adverb may expand, naturally there are more figurative, colloquial, and 

slang meanings for the verb-adverb than for the verb-preposition. The 

loss of the primary meanings for both words is more frequent in the 

verb-adverb. 

9. Another test for distinguishing the verb-preposition from the 

verb-adverb might be in question and answer form: 

First party: Jane shot at the center target. 
Second party: At what? 

First party: 
Second party: 

I ran across Jim at the ball game. 
Across whom? 

First party: 
Second party: 

I did not intend to~ out your guest, Jim Brown. 
Run out whom? (Not 11 0ut whom? 11 ) ----.. 
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First party: Jane cut out the pictures. 
Second party: . Cut out what? (Not ''Out what?ll) 

If one could accept the preceding data as infallible in distin-

guishing verb-agverb from verb-preposition, the study of the construe-

tions would not be particularly difficult; but because of a number of 

instances wherein the designation of a combination, either verb-adverb 

or verb-preposition, becomes tedious, there are many analyses offered. 
,. 

A presentation of grammarians' opinions as to recognition, classifi-

cation, and terminology of combinations is now in order. 



CHAPTER II 

ANALYSES BY WRITERS OF THE LARGER GRAMMATICAL WORKS 

To begin observation of opinions concerning the combination, this 

chapter presents views of three writers of more extensive grammars--

Poutsma, Curme, and Jespersen. 

A Kind of Unit 

That which is established as a verb-preposition in Chapter I 

appears in Poutsma under the discussion of the prepositional object.1 

He offers three requirements for differentiating the prepositional 

object from an adverbial adjunct: 

1. The prepositional phrase must be a necessary complement of 

the verb. 

2. The preposition is distinctly vague in meaning. 

3. The unity between the verb and preposition is equal to a 

transitive verb for which there is a synonymous simplex of approximate 

meaning in English or a cognate language. 

Before shovdng the differences existing between the two types of 

phrases, Poutsma says, "Of an uncertain nature are a great many verb 

modifiers containing a preposition, the characterizing features distin-

guishing prepositional objects from adverbial adjuncts being vague 

1H. Poutsma, ! Grammar of Late Modern English (Groningen: P. 
Noordhoff, 1904), II, pp •. 31-36. 
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and floating. 112 At the end of the discussion he reiterates, 11 ••• there 

is no rigid line of demarcation between objects .L'Prepositiona.J:7 and 

adverbial adjuncts, and ••• the distinction is more or less arbitrary. 113 

To be noted, then, is that if one leaves the preposition within the 

phrase and works with a prepositional object rather than the verb

preposition as a unit, there are apparently' as many sources of grief 

in determining the qualities of modifying phrases as there are in 

working with the kinds of combinations presented in Chapter I. 

Poutsma, even though admitting of the closeness of verb and preposition, 

refuses to call the two words a true compound because of the remaining 

linking quality between preposition and object. Rather, he terms the 

closeness a 11 kind of unit'' or a 11 quasi-compound 11 and maintains that 

the union can be complete only when the combination can appear as an 

attributive adjunct, as in 11 'the longed-for peace" or 11 the agreed

upon price. 114 Since Poutsma acknowledges the difficulties in separa

ting the two types of phrase modifiers, the question arises as to 

whether or not it is better to call one of them a verb-preposition 

with an object of that combination, and the other a verb with a true 

adverbial phrase modifier. 

A look into Poutsma 1s three rules for the prepositional object 

and example sentences brings some dissatisfaction. To accept the 

req~irement of the phrase being a necessary complement of the verb 

comes readily enough if one is to work only with phrases, but 

2Ibid., P• 31. 

3Ibid., p. 36. 

4Ibid., p. 34, 



difficulty arises in accepting the idea that the preposition becomes 

distinctly vague in meaning "answering none of the requirements of 

place, time, cause, purpose, agency, or instrumentality, etc., some 

one of which is always discernible in the preposition of adverbial 

adjuncts. 11 5 For instance, there is inclination to exception in 

21 

Poutsma I s laugh at or impose JM),2!1. Judging from dictionary meanings, 

one feels that~ and .Q!l bear a relation of direction and at least a 

sense of place; therefore, Poutsma 1s "distinctly vague" appears some-

what harsh. 

at: An object of action, effort, or emotional concern; in the 
direction of; toward ••. to strike, point, shout, wink, mock, 
be angry at one. (WNID) 

.2E,: Indicating the object of action or motion, •• b ••• That to 
which certain actions are thought of as directed ••. She smiled 
on him. (WNID) 

While it is true there may be some simplex found in English or a 

cognate language for an "approximate meaning of •.• ," it is a fact that 

the verb-preposition (or verb-adverb) has entered and flourished in the 

language in answer to the need for a more accurate expression in simple 

words to take the place of more difficult verbs or those which acquire 

prefixes and suffixes to lend a sense of direction, condition, and so 

forth. Therefore it is not easy to agree w.l..th Poutsma 1s contention 

that laugh at differs but slightly from deride. 6 One may "laugh at" 

in enjoyment as well as in derision; besides, there are more fonns of 

derision than "laughing at. 11 When Poutsma designates impose upon 

5rbid., p. 32. 

6Ibid., _p. 33. 
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practically equivalent to deceive, 7 the comparison again seems faulty, 

for the act of "imposing upon" may take form in many different ways--

for room and board, or for financial assistance, to name two~ If one, 

then, says, 11 The boy derided the situation," how does one know he 

"laughed at"? .. The point is .that it is.;easier to tell the meaning of 

"laughed at" by context than it is to tell the form of derision with-

out a qualifying phrase for the verb. Also in "The boy deceived his 

parents," how can one necessarily know the boy "imposed upon"? To 

parallel the exact meaning of a verb-preposition with a one-word syno-

nym is not often easy. 

Again Poutsma's term "kind of a unit" appears in nsuch adverbs as 

about, back, l?z, down, in.,. off, on, ·out, over, througQ, and.!!£· .• often 

form a kind of unit with the verib. 118 However, here he is not so 

interested in the closeness of the verb and adverb as in the position 

of the relationship in connection with the so-called object. 

Before the 11 objectt': He took out his w~tch. HERO, 12. 

Adverb after "ob~ect": You cannot carry a clock about with you. 
GUNTH. , LEERB. 

The problem now arises as to how one can designate an object prior to 

ascertaining what word or words take the object. Logically, then, it 

seems a declaration of a unit instead of a kind of unit is absolutely 
. 

essential. Marty times the adverb must come in with the verb to 

provide any kind of sense relationship with what is called an object, 

7Ibid. 

8 ' Ibid., I, p. 272. 

9Ibid., pp. 273-274, 



as is evident in more of Poutsma 1s examples: 

This set off his other attractions. CHUZ., CH. xx, 173a. 
We knocked over the forms. OID CHAP. 
She shook off her temporary sadness. 10 
When he had put up his fence. CHUZ., CH. v, 37b, 
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In examining the verbs, what is the meaning, really, of set without off? 

"To knock the. forms" makes no sense _without ~' nor does shodk with

out off or put without .BE, and there are no objects until these words 

receive recognition as true units. 
I· 

In distinguishing prepositions from adverbs, Poutsma says that 

primary prepositions differ from primary adverbs only in that they are 

furnished with a noun or pronoun by way of a complement; or conversely, 

primary adverbs may be defined as primary prepositions without a com

plement. These particles keep the function of prepositions when their 

complement is omitted because it is to be found in a preceding or 

following part of the discourse, but the particle is to be apprehended 

as an adverb when there is not in the preceding part of the discourse 

a (pro)noun that may be understood as its cociplement. 11 This opinion 

receives consideration by way of comparison with those of other 

grammarians later in this chapter. However, presently one might weigh 

Poutsma•s view on calling the preposition in the verb-preposition an 

.. ·adverb: 

DEUTSCHBEIN (System, par. 26, 3; par. 43, 3. Anm. 2) makes out 
that the movement of the preposition from the (pro)noun to the verb, 
by which prepositional objects are characterized, causes it to assume 
the function of an adverb, the adverbial function being especially 
pronounced in passive constructions. But it is difficult to see that, 
except for passive constructions, the preposition preserves its 

lOibid. , pp. 273-276. 

11Ibid., II, p. 806. 
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function as a connective link between verb and (pro)noun as strictly 
as in the case of adverbial adjuncts. This is evidenced by its always 
retaining its weak stress as opposed to the strong stress which a real 
adverb has in apparently similar combinations, such as He called out 
the military, He cast off the dogs (Ch. VIII, 35).12 

Hence, Poutsma rejects the idea that a preposition can assume the 

function of an adverb if the stress is weak, bu~ he gives two sentences 

illustrating the preposition as follows: 

If your thoughts should ass:ume so unhappy a bent, you will the 
more want some mild and affectionate spirit to watch over and 
console you. Sher., Riv., V, 1. ~~ 

I must have a woman that can s~athize with and appreciate me. 
Browning, A Soul's Tragedy, II.I 

The investigator does not find weak stress for~ and~ in these 

sentences. 

With Poutsma, then, there is a "kind of a unit," yet there is not 

a unit for the verb-preposition and verb-adverb; but he insists on a 

declaration of an object without recognizing the full merit of the 

construction required in order to have that object. Dissatisfaction 

arises with his reference to the "distinct vagueness" of the preposi-

tion, his inadequate one-word synonyms for the verb-preposition, and 

his opinion that the preposition consistently has weak stress. It is 

debatable whether his involved and tedious phrasal interpretations for 

prepositional objects as distinguished from adverbial adjuncts is alto-

gether justifiable. In 11 I. shall watch over you," is it not much more 

facile to unify watch and~' and have you as the object, than to 

work with the properties of _2.Yfil: and the various interpretations for 

~ you? It seems so. 

12Ibid.~ I, p. 35. 

13Ibid., II, p. 34. 



Compound Verbs 

Curme also presents the prepositional objept with the qualifi-

cation that the preposition and its object stand a little closer to:;the 

verb than the adverbial element does, but at the same time he is 

pleased to call the verb and preposition a compound when such compound, 

upon becoming transitive, is capable of going into passive voice.14 

If one takes the verb-preposition as a compound, where goes the prepo-

sitional object? If there is a compound, there can not b~ a preposi

tion and its object at the same time. 

In other relations, however, Curme maintains the preposition is 

often in a closer relation to the noun than to the verb so that the 

verb remains intransitive and can not be put into the passive: 

She went about her duties as usual. 

I don't fall for that kind of conduct. 15 ----
Now it seems that "The household duties~ gone about in her usual 

slovenly way" is not such a remote possibility. Whereas fall for 

does not gracefully go into the passive, the combination does have 

dictionary entry (WNID) as a unit, and there seems littie or no· reason 

to consider for closer to the object kind than to the verb fall. 

16 Curme gives believe in as a synonym for fall for. In the language 

of today one might well find such a. sentence as 11At Vassar such a 

practice is not believed .!u·" 

14George. b. Curme, !_ Grammar of the English Language (Boston: 
D. C. Heath and Company, 1925), II, pp. 89-90. 

15Ib~d., p. 89. 

16Ibid. 
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To return to Poutsma, the following brings question: 

.••• He rode on a mule, He jumped over a wall, He slept in a bed, etc. 
Nor can it be truly said that the things mentioned in the modifiers 
are not concerned in the activity expressed by the verb. But the 
preposition is here used in its full local meaning 'nd can hardly be 
said to form an unmistakable unit with the verb •.• l 

He says the verb plus preposition is practically equivalent to a tra.n-

sitive verb of one of the cognate languages: 

He leaped over the fence. 
He.has slept in this bed. 

He also shows the Passive: 

He cleared the fence. 
Hij heeft dit bed beslapen. (Dutch) 

The wall has been leaped over. 
The bed has been slept in. 18 

Now, since Curme has specified the closeness of the preposition and 

its object to a verb, and since he offers the test of placing the com-

pound in the passive voice, would he, then, consider leaped~ and 

slept in compounds? It is this type of question which confronts the 

student as he compares the views of prominent grammarians. 

But to examine Curme further, there is a paragraph on inflectional 

prepositions wherein he states that preposition and verb fuse into a 

real compound: 

You can depend upon him. 
He can be depended upon.19 

And again in another of Curme 1 s works based in part on the more exten-

sive one, there is this passage: 

In modern times the list of transitive verbs has been greatly 
increased by the addition of a large number of originally intransitives 

17 Poutsma, II, p. 31. 

l8Ibid., p. 32, 

l9curme, ! Grammar of the English Language, II, p. 91. 
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which took a prepositional object, as to depend upon a man, laugh at 
a person, talk ~ .. a matter. In the course of time the preposition 
has become attached to the verb as an integral part of it so that the 
object is no 1~5ger a prepositional object, but a direct object of the 
compound verb. 

Hence one sees the disappearance of the prepositional object as related 

to intransitive verbs and preference for the verb-preposition. 

Then there is the section on prepositional adverbs or adverbial 

prepositions which often stand at the end of a proposition because of 

the suppression of the governing noun or pronoun, which is omitted 

since it is suggested by a preceding noun or by the situation: 

I threw the ball at the wall, but I threw too high and it went 
over. 

21 
We soon reached the park and strolled through. " 

Over and through according to Curme differ from prepositions at the 

end because of heavier stress. Poutsma 1s statement that "particles 

preserve their function of prepositions when their complement is 

omitted because it is to be found in a preceding or following part of 

the discourse, 1122 shows that Poutsma would term~ and through 

prepositions because wall and~ appear previously. 

The material on separable compounds defines them as the verb 

entering into a close relationship with a more strongly stressed ele-

ment, usually an adverb, prepositional phrase, or an object, forming 

with it a unit in thought, a real compound.... .It .is here one finds 

20George O. Curme, English Grammar (New York: Barnes and Noble, 
Inc., 1955), p. 24. 

21Ibid., pp. 285-286. 

22Poutsma, II, p. 806. 
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Curme's recognition of the verb-adverb. 

His father s~t him u~ in business.23 

Also,.while he does not label the constructions as compounds in his 

discussion of point-action aspect, the underlining designates the unity, 

and the adverb portion in the following examples serves to determine 

the ingressive or effective aspect: 

Ingressive: The boat slowed J!:12 (began to go slower) as it came in. 
The children quieted down. 
(others are set in, set about, start in, start out.) 

Effective: They ate }ll2 everything that was on the table. 
( Goal has been reached. ) 24 
He put the rebellion down. 

Thus, with Curme, one has to consider prepositional objects, com-

pounds, inflectional prepositions, prepositional adverbs, separable 

compounds, and point-action aspect in the investigation of combinations. 

Verb Phrases and Combinations 

One of the more elaborate efforts in distinguishing the preposi-

tional portion from the adverbial portion of combinations comes from 

Jespersen, who offers an abundance of illustrations taken from litera-

ture along with some of his own composition, and arranged under the 

headings of a number of specific prepositions and words which may be 

either preposition or adverb. Jespersen prefers to call verb-prepo-

sition combinations phrases, as may be seen in the following excerpts: 

Many verbs can be constructed either with an object or with a 
preposition (plus its object). In the latter case we may say that the 

23 Curme, English Gra.mmar, p. 24. 

24Ibid., pp. 55-56, 262-264. 



object is governed b25the whole composite phrase consisting of a verb 
and the preposition. 

What in the active is the object of a preposition connected with 
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a verb or with a verb and its object may be made the subject of a 
passive construction .... we see that the particle has greater cohesion 
with the verb than with what (in the active) is either the object of 
the particle alone (preposition) or of the whole phrase.26 

Note the complex prepositional phrases in: Hawth 1,506 should 
all the above business be reasonably got through with ••. lNP when you 
wonder whether your telephone is being listened in .Q.U,,,27 

Even a phrase consisting of a transitive verb, its object, and 
a preposition may be treated the same way in the passive •.. /DiD 286 
he was too rheumatic to be shaken hands with ..• /Shaw Ms 95 You women 
are kept i~8a1 and dressed up for no other purpose than to be made 
love to •.• -

Along with the references to 11 phrases," Jespersen calls attention to 

to more complex combinations of more than two words. If one is to 

analyze get throughwith word by word, the answer is verb-adverb-

preposition, and another complication enters the picture. 

Jespersen's treatment of verb-preposition shows the difficulty 

of telling the difference in meaning between a verb and its object and 

the verb with preposition plus its object. He says, " .•• sometimes the 

meaning is identical or nearly so, but in some cases there is a marked 

difference, and not infrequently the preposition serves to make the 

whole expression more graphic ••. ": 

Fight the enemy, fight against the enemy--no marked difference. 

Catch, grasp, strike, clutch, and similar verbs take an object 
when the accomplished action is to be expressed, and ..§:1 when the 

25otto C. Jespersen,! Modern English Grammar (Heidelberg: Carl 
Winters, 1927), III, p. 252. 

26Ib'd 312 1 • ' p. . 

27Ibid., p. 314. 

2gibid., p. 315. 
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attempt is meant: 

guess a thing guess at a thing 

to _g__et the apples to get at the apples 
29 

(requires ladder) 

These examples appear at this time to challenge Poutsma's claim that 

the preposition becomes distinctly vague in meaning. At in to _g__et at 

the aunles seems anything but vague. Nor can one apply the accusa-

tion of weak stress for at. 

Jespersen has a section headed "Adverb or Preposition" wherein 

he states, 11 In some combinations of a verb plus a particle plus an 

object it may be doubtful whether the particle is an adverb or a 

preposition. ,,30 He offers stress and meaning as the first determining 

factors: 

If we say 11 1 couldn't get in a word, 11 in is shown to be an adverb, 
not a pr~posit1~n, both by the sound (stresson in, long liJ) and by 
the meaning ... 

When these fail he recommends word order: 

But sometimes these criteria fail us. Word order often serves to 
determine which of the two possibilities is the right one. When the 
particle comes after the object, this must be governed by the verb, 
and the particle accordingly is an adverb; but when the particle pre
cedes the object, both alternatives are possible ..• 

The position of~ after the object shows that it is an adverb 
in: D§2le S . 1. 28 I should like to chat this little matter ~ with 
you ... 

But in the following quotations the position of subjuncts and of 
it shows that the authors took~ as a preposition: Kingsley Y 48 
he tried to think earnestly over the matter.jJ 

29Ibid., p. 253, 

JOibid., p. 273. 

Jlibid. 

32Ibid. 

33Ibid., p. 275, 



Again the problem arises as to stress. It seems to the investigator 

that in in get in~ word. is no stronger than at in g_et at the apples; 

consequently, stress appears to be a weak approach in separating 

adverbial particles from prepositional particles, even though it is 

quite important in detennining the presence of a combination. 

Jespersen 1s analysis is intriguing because he tends to present 

the sentence and apply the analysis, thereby taking care of unusual 

along with usual occurrences of particles and also establishing the 

importance of meaning. The approach seems much better than rigidly 

giving rules for the structures and then providing· examples, as most 

other authorities attempt to do. 

By applying the mental microscope, one can see and appreciate 

Jespersen's distinctions. While one may not agree with each and 

every example, Jespersen 1 s discussion is quite-the best the investi-

gator has viewed for the division of the two kinds of combinations. 

However, one comes to realize that detennining verb from verb-prepo-

sition and preposition from adverb in a possible verb-preposition 

" or verb-adverb often requires considera.t;:i.on of several governing 

factors. 

With Jespersen there is the verb phrase to tenn the verb-

preposition and combinations for verb-adverb with criteria to deter-

mine the nature of the particle. 

~n the study of Poutsma, Jespersen, and Cunne, it is interesting 

to note variances existing in the matter of pass :!2x: 
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Poutsma: I passed him by. OSC. WILDE De Profundis, 17. 
~ is a preposition with more or less the character of an 
adverb.34 

Curme: Let us pass the matter by. & is an adverbial preposi .... _ 
tion.35 

Jespersen: Hardy R 291 she passed him by. By is an adverb.36 

The next chapter continues presentation of opinions in a more 

summarized form and has as a basis the consideration of the particle 

and its effects toward various interpretations and terminology. 

34Poutsma, II, p. 810, 

35curme, English Grammar, p. 133. 

36Jespersen, p. 276. 
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CHAPTER III 

ANALYSES BASED ON CONSI[?ERATION OF THE PARTICLE 

The oftentimes confusing properties of the particle portion of 

the verb-adverb and verb-preposition result in several terms for the 

particle and the combination in which it figures. Consequent classifi

cations range from the very definitive to the vague. Considerations of 

the particle may fall into five divisions: (1) as a preposition only, 

(2) specifically as a preposition or as an adverb, (3) as "preposition 

o'r adverb, 11 (4) as an adverb only, or (5) as a 9onnective. In this 

chapter continuance of scholarly presentation of thoughts surrounding 

combinations will have as a governing structure this five-fold classi

fication of the particle. One or more writers represent each division, 

and along with the representation, each grammarian will receive credit 

for any novel idea pertaining to combinations, and, where peFtinent, 

criticism by the investigator and comparison with other vi~ws. 

The Particle as a Preposition 

According to W. C. Folwer, the particle in a combination is 

always a preposition. The classification of almost a century ago must 

be indicative of the trend of thought at that time, for in the research 

for this thesis, the view has not occurred elsewhere. Excerpts from 

Fowler are as follows: 

The prepositions E£, .2!1, ~' :!2z, etc., are often subjoined to 
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verbs, so that the verb and preposition can be regarded as a compound 
word; as, "To get 2:!12· '' . Some of these compounds are idiomatic; as, 
"To get 1m." = to risef to .8.2 .sm = to proceed.l 

Prepositions sometimes form compound verbs by being joined with 
Intransitive verbs, and also with verbs in the passive voice~ as, 
"She smiled at him;" "A bitter persecution was carried .Q.g. 11 

Accordingto the grammarians p±'esented in the previous chapter, and 

to the observations in the chapter wherein the investigator has 

classified the two types of combinations, Fowler has only one exam-

ple to fit the category of verb-preposition: "She smiled at him." 

Rise and proceed are both intransitive; consequently, to get .Yl2 and 

to gg_ .Q!1 in these meanings are intransitive, a quality which desig-

nates .Yl2 and .2n adverbial chiefly because of the lack of connection of 

the particle with any noun. "A bitter persecution was carried on" 

placed in active voice, "The king's army carried on a bitter persecu-

tion, 11 reveals no connection between £Q and persecution. 

The Particle as a Preposition and as an Adverb 

Scholars presented in this division are not the only ones, of 

cour~e, who designate the particle sometimes as a preposition and 

other times as an adverb. There are many of these/.including. Jesper-

sen, Curme, and Poutsma, who recognize the two-fold concept for the 

particle. 

Henry Sweet calls the verb-preposition a "group verb" and accents 
' 

the idea that the preposition is grammatically associated with the 

lw. C. Fowler, Fowler's English Grammar (new ed .. ,.·.New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1868), p. 615. 

2Ibid. 
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noun-word it governs, but in mean:i,ng it is associated quite as closely 

with the verb.3 The definition mi~ht have the following illustration: 

I~ across Jim at the ball game. 

Grammatical association: ran-------------across Jim 

Meaning association: ran across------------ Jim 

Even though the definition is well-put, one must admit upon surveillance 

that in the verb-preposition there is also a gra.rmnatical association, 

precisely, verb-preposition, and with the double association, gramma-

tical and meaning, Jim is rather left out in the cold. This illus-

trates the problem encountered in defining a verb combination. 

For verb-adverb, Sweet chooses the term "compound verb," calling 

attention to even stress on the two parts. For the adverb portion of 

the verb-adverb he offers the classification of "separable particle11 ; 4 

he does not do the same for his recognition of the preposition in the 

verb-preposition. 

Verb plus Preposition and Verb plus Adverb Combinations are R. W. 

Pence's categories, and he takes the view that the adverb out in 

"They put the fire out" completes the predication begun by the verb 

put much in the same way a regular objective complement completes the 

predication begun by the verb in "They scrubbed the floor clean. 115 

This idea seems to be novel with Pence and accents the cohesiveness 

of a verb combination. 

3Henry Sweet,! New English Grammar (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press',' 1892), p. 137. 

4rbid., p. 243. 

5R. W. Pence,! Grarrnnar of Present-Day English (New York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1947), pp. 45-46. 



For the verb-preposition he has, among others, this example 

sentence: 

You should make much~ of the dictionary. 

In agreement with Jespersen, Pence designates make much~ of as the 

group verb (Jespersen 1s verb phrase) and gives the following as a 

parallel meaning: 

You should consult the dictionary. 6 

36 

It seems quite obvious that one can not say consult is synonymous with 

make much use of, af;'.ain proving difficulty in finding one-word synonyms 

for verb-prepositions. Likewise, there can be dissatisfaction with 

declaring the s:ame meaning for take good~ of and safeguard.? 

John B. Opdycke proclaims the preposition the most idiom ridden 

part of speech in English grarrnnar. 8 While the observation is not 

unique with Opdycke, it seems true and should have note. For defini-

tions of combination constructions he has, 

••. certain verbs are followed by adverbs and prepositions that idio
matically lose their adverbial or prepositional nature and become 
embedded in the· meaning of the verbs, as to turn .2!:!, to stand ]2;z, to 
do without, .. to give JIE., to hold out, to lay JIE., to try out. When 
such particle after the verb is an adverb it is called a verbal adverb; 
when it is a preposition, it is called a verbal preposition,9 

Later Opdycke calls particles when inseparable from verbs component 

parts of verb phrases. 

To be questioned is Opdycke's statement on the one hand that 

6Ibid. 1, p. 46. 

?Ibid. 

8John B. Opdycke, Harper's English Granunar (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1941), p. 264. 

9Ibid. 
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adverbs and prepositions idiomatically lose their adverbial or preposi-

tional nature, and on the other, his analys~s that when such particle 

after the verb is an adverb, it is called a verbal adverb; when it is a 

preposition, it is called a verbal preposition. The investigator's 

conclusion is that particles do not always completely lose the natures 

of their respective parts of speech. Also it is very easy, but not 

very illuminating, to say that when such a particle after the verb is 

an adverb, it is called a verbal adverb; when it is a preposition, it 

is called a verbal preposition. This is like saying, "When we put beef 

in the stew, we have stewed beef; when we put lamb in the stew, we have 

stewed lamb." 

Opdycke pronounces context the all-importa_nt factor in recognizing 

combinations and classifying their particles: "The· context must decide 

in all such expressions just which quality of functioning .Lverbal 

preposition or verbal adverQ7 predominates, and the.P,a~t-of speech thus 

decided upon. 11 lO This is an excellent observation. In the previous 

chapter of this thesis, Jespersen advocates meaning, stress, and word 

order; however, stress and word order are means to the end of deter-

mining the intended thought. 

E. Kruisinga uses the term "semi-cqmpounds" for those "verbs that 

take what is called a prepositional objec"t,1111 and for "some verbs, 

,lwhic.h7 instead of merely being modifie~ by an a9.companying adverb, 

form one whole with it. 1112 For the former he says more elaborately: 

10 6 Ibid • ., p. 2 9, 

11E. Kruisinga, ! Handbook of 1:t,esent-Day English (5th ed., Gro-
ningen: P. Noordho.f.f, 1932) , II, p. 11. · 

12Ibid., P.· 337. 
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1ve may also consider as semi-compounds the verbs 
is called a prepositional object: to laugh at a man. 
really forms part of th~ verb and has the function of 
than of a preposition.l 

that take what 
The preposition 

an adverb rather 

To be especially noted in Kruisinga is the movement away from the 

prepositional object and the recognition of the function of an adverb 

for the preposition in the verb-preposition. Attributing the function 

of the adverb for the preposition is the idea basic to the forming of 

one category for combinations, the verb-adverb, which receives dis-

cussion later in this chapter. 

The preposition with adverbial function goes a step further in 

the following examples and discourse by Grattan and Gurrey: 

He has run up a bill. 
I picked up the book yesterday. 
You have brought up an interesting subject. 
Parliament threw out the bill. 
Mary has wrung out the dish cloth. 
Augustus has polished off sixteen buns. 
You must carry over the answer to the next page. 
Tommy has lmocked over the tea pot. 
He ran down the performance. 
These boxes take up too much room. 

They .LPreposition~7 happen to occur before nouns, but they might 
be placed later in the sentence without affecting its meaning in the 
slightest. They do not show the relation in which the nouns that 
happen to follow them stand to any other words. They do not fuse, as 
it were, with any noun. But whether they follow it closely or at a 
distance, they belong to the verb, not to any noun. You would not, 
therefore, be wrong in stating that they are adverbs Litalics not in 
the originaI7 .. And yet such words do not perform exactly the same 
work as the general run of adverbs do .••. 

When, therefore, such words differ clearly from the ordinary 
adverb, it ts advisable to give them a more precise label: VERBAL 
PARTICIES. 14 

Grattan and Gurrey ask for the examination of at in these 

13rbid., p. 11. 

u ( J. H. G. Grattan and P. Gurrey, Our Living Language London: 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, LTD., 1925), pp. 79-80. 



sentences: 

(a) They laughed at our rem~rks. 
(b) These are the remarks ~t which they laughed. 
(c) These are the remarks that thej[.la.ughed at. 
(d) These are the remarks they laugh~d at. 
(e) Our remarks were laughed at by them. 
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They call attention to the fact that in (b), (c), and (d), ~ is not 

pre-posited, anq advocate calling the word a Postposition (or Postfixed 

Particle). They say that in (e) at has clearly fused with the word 

lau,gh and formed a compound transitive verb, "every bit as much a com-

pound verb as, for example, .!2)£ill2 ~' fold .!:ill, E.9. back, exhaust, return, 

destroy," and that such word "has been repelled from the noun and 

attracted to the verb." It is a Verbal Particle. While pronouncing at 

a preposition in (b), they call at in (c), (d), and (e) a verbal 

particle and ask for a consideration of~ in (a). Their opinion is 

that it is not easy to determine here whether at is a preposition-

the reason: Language is in a state of flux. 15 

Here, then, is a solution offered by way of a common denominator, 

Verbal Particle, and in conclusion, the formula works something like 

this: If a preposition be a particle with the verb and one would not 

be wrong in calling it an ~dverb as used in the first set of examples, 

and if sentences (c), (d), and (e) in the second group have compound 

verbs as compound as those in the first group, then one assumes there 

would be no error in calling any particle an adverb; and the excuse 

for not being able to distinguish a preposition from a particle in 

certain situations would be the state of flux of the language. This 

treatise aptly illustrates just how involved the interpretation of 

15Ibid., pp. 83-84, 
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verb combinations and their particles may become. 

Particles as "Prepositions or Adverbs" 

There is a type of classification which reads "preposition or 

adverb" or vice versa., really a very convenient connotation for the 

study of particles whereby one need not declare oneself as to the 

prepositional or adverbial quality of a particle. 

Janet Rankin Aiken offers this type of recognition in 11 Very often 

an adverb or preposition will combine with a verb so closely as to form 

a new single idea, the parts having lost their original or literal 

meaning. 1116 Such constructions she calls 11mergl3d verbs." Her standard 
' 

for distinguishing a merged verb from other verb situations is that the 

merged verb is figurative. To be able to judge when an expression is 

figurative and when it is not sometimes becomes quite a fete. Who 

can actually define as figurative Mrs. Aiken's~ out? Yet she 

gives send out the classification of a merged verb in testing it by 

the one-word synonym. v,Jho can say that wake .ill2, put out, or~@ 

are always removed from their literal meanings? The figurative quality 

of a combination or loss of literal meaning of its component parts will 

not consistently prove the existence of a combination. 

Again there is the insistence that "some single word will always 

be an approximate equivalent," and the investigator claims one is not 

looking for an approximate equivalent and challenges anyone to find an 

approximate single word equivalent for~ out in Mrs. Aiken's 

16Janet Rankin Aiken, A~ Plan of English Grammar (New York: 
Benry Holt and Company, 1933), p. 53. 



example sentence, "He wore out the gloves. 1117 

Very much in accord with Mrs. Aiken is Margaret B~!ant, who uses 

"merged verbs," adverb or oreoosition which loses its meaning when 
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combined with the verb, and the single word giving an approximate idea 

f b . t' 18 or a com 1na ion. 

The reader's reaction at this time is no doubt that the investi-

gator is far too critical of the smaller works and their authors for 

not being more definite about a suitable name and function for the 

particle and the combination in which it functions. She may be, but 

she feels that the constructions under study should certainly have 

ample treatment in the college level texts. She realizes through this 

study and survey that the understanding of the verb-preposition and 

verb-adverb needs a far more important place than it is allowed in the 

study of the living language--than it has, for instance, in compari

son with Miss Bryant's manifold classification of adverbs. 19 The 

classification is excellent, of course, but the question is one of 

weighing values in mastery of gran:nnatical conceptions. Which study is 

more important today? 

But to continue, "Verb-expressions'' is the term used by Earle, 

Savage, and Seavy for.accominodating "adverbs and prepositions 

Litalics not in the origina,17 often become so intimately associated 

with the verb that they may be conceived as making up with the verb 

17Ibid. 

18Margaret Bryant,! Functional English Grammar (Boston: D. C. 
Heath arid Company, 1945), p. 208. 

19Ibid., p. 191. 
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a verb-expression which acts in important ways like a transitive verb.n20 

This statement is, of course, entirely true, but the so-called expression 

does not always have to act in important ways like a transitive verb. 

For instance, here are sentences which illustrate "verb-expressions" in 

the intransitive: 

Please sit down and rest for a while. 

Jane is always showing off when company comes. 

The grammar now being considered offers· ~the following idea: 

~Thether we consider a preposition or an adverb as a part of a verb 
expression or as the whole or a part of an adverb modifier of the verb 
is unimportant as long as we are concerned with one language only; but 
when we undertake to translate or to express our thoughts in a foreign 
tongue, we find that idioms frequently differ at this point: a simple 
verb in one language may correspond to a verb plus a preposition or plus 

. an adverb in another language. 

He obeys his captain. 
He is asking for a book. 
I am thinking of my brother. 
I remember him. 

Il obeit a son capitaine. 
Il demande un livre. 
Je pense a mon frere. 21 
Ich erinnere i;nich seiner. 

That idioms differ in the manner designated is indisputable, but how any

one can say the study of combinations is unimportant within a single 

language is quite incomprehensible. 

The Particle as an Adverb 

Some grammarians prefer to term the particle portion of a combi

nation an adverb, be that combination verb-preposition or verb-adverb. 

Therefore, all verb and particle combinations fall into the classifi-

cation of verb-adverb. Ben Jonson's famous grammar of the seventeenth 

20samuel C. Earle, Howard J. Savage, and Frank E. Seavy, Sentences 
and Their Elements (2nd ed., N.ew York: The Macmillan Company, 1911), p. 20. 

21Ibid., p. 22. 
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century reads thus: "Prepositions are also a peculiar kind of adverbs, 

and ought to be referred hither. Prepositions are separable or 

inseparable. 1122 Over three centuries later Paul Roberts reminds the 

student that most prepositions are adverbs in origin and continues with, 

"So close, indeed, is the correspondence £preposition and adver.:S7 that 

many grammarians, beginning with Aristotle, have refused to recognize 

.23 them as two parts of speech." 

Concise and logical is Robert's analysis of the verb-adverb, if 

one is to make only the one classification for combinations. One may 

say it is the most thorough capsule-like review to be found, requiring 

not more than five pages of text space. He stresses meaning and posi-

tion in determining the existence of a combination, and because he 

considers verb-adverb and verb-preposition one category, he can say 

24 with out reproach, 11 ••• we can often find single-word synonyms. 11 · · 

Several of his examples concern the verb look: 

look after: 
look for: 
look on: 
look out: 
look into: 
look to: 
look up to: 
look up: 
look in on: 

Please look after my little brother. 
Look for a decent restaurant. 
He said he was merely looking on. 
Look out--a car is coming. 
Look into this if you have t!me. 
He looks to his Aunt Flo for advice. 
He looks up to his Aunt Flo. 
Look up the word in the dictionary. 
I think I'll look in on Melrose. 

In 11 Look after my little brother," do we say that the verb is look or 
look after? The first point to be clear on is that after is not a 
preposition in this sentence, or at least would not normally be 

~trickland Gibson, ed., Ben Jonson's English Grammar (London: 
Lanston Monotype Corporatton LTD, 1928), p. 107. 

23·Paul Roberts, Understanding Grammar (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1954), p~ 227. · ·· 

~4Ibid., p. 122 .. 
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understood as such; for if aftermz little brother is a prepositional 
phrase, the sentence must mean not 11 Guard my little brother, 11 but 
either "Look when my little brother is done looking" or "Look in the· 
direction my little brother took when leaving. 11 Similarly .:ill2 in 
"Roll up the rug" is a preposition only if the sentence means, "Lie 
down at one end and roll to the other. 11 25 

Roberts recognizes the difficulty in distinguishing between 

adverb and preposition and gives the example sentence, "He shot at the 

lion." Here, he says, there appears to be a prepositional phrase modi-

fying the verb shot. However,~ at can be a transitive verb with 

lion the object, an interpretation bolstered by placing in the passive; 

He shot at a lion. 
The lion was shot at. 

He will look into the charges. 
The charges will be looked into. 

We tried out the new fly spray. 
The new fly spray was tried out.26 

Roberts stresses the fact that many constructions are borderline and 

continues with, 

The verb-adverb combination (as distinct from the verb-plus
prepositional phrase) provides another variation. In place of "Roll 
up the rug," we may say, "Roll the rug up. 11 ••• Similarly we have: 

Turn back the covers. 
Turn the covers back. 

Look over this. 
Look this over. 

But we cannot thus transpose all verb-adverb constructions which may 
be put into the passive. We cannot say, ''He shot a lion at, 11 "He will 
look the charges into." Usage differs in27uch borderline construc
tions as "We tried the new fly spray out. 

25rbid. 

26Ibid., p. 228. 

27Ibid. 
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A great portion of Roberts 1 s discussion has appeared herein because 

his is the sensible approach; that is, the construction, while often 

strengthened in the passive, can not always be so transposed; many cases 

are borderline; and above all, 11 We can often ..{rlot always? find a single-

28 
word synonym. 11 

Arthur G, Kennedy is another who considers all combinations verb-

adverb: 

The particle, it is true, loses much of its usual adverbial or prepo
sitional signification but in the combination assumes peculiar adverbial 
values,,,And in many others, finally the usual values of verb and 
prepositional-a~9erb remain fairly evident, as in brush off, brush out, 
... burn down ••• 

First in importance is his idea that combinations are not a fixed 

category--that overnight there can be new combinations and new meanings. 

Status of a combination, says Kennedy, is almost impossible to deter-

mine because colloquial and even slang combinations may reach good 

standing within a year's time.JO Also important is his reason for the 

name "verb-adverb combination": 
' 

I have avoided the use of 'verb-adverb' compound because I do 
not wish to give the impression that in all the combinations I have 
studied and cited hereafter, the verb and combining particle-are 
welded together with a uniform closenes31 .. combinations differ greatly 
in respect to closeness of combination. 

Kennedy seems to be the only grammarian who, along with agreeing 

with others that the particle may function to make an intransitive verb 

28Ibid., p. 121, 

29Arthur G. Kennedy, The Modern English Verb-Adverb Combination 
(Stanford University Publications. Stud. in Lang. and Lit., Vol. I, 
No. 1, 1920), p. 9, 

3°rbid., p. 10. 

31Ibid., p. 9. 
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transitive, accents the faculty of the particle to make a large number 

of transitive verbs intransitive: beg off, brace 1!.12, bundle 1!.12, cheer 

:9]2, make out, and so. forth.32 

Two other factors he presents are that an object of a combination 

may be of a very different character from that of the verb (argue~ 

~' but argue down an opponent)33 and that verbs entering into combi

nations are usually monosyllables. 34 

The investigator believes Kennedy's work to be the most extensive 

treatise to be found on the verb-adverb; it has a tremendous amount of 

credit due for copious examples and a history of the construction. 

For a truly laborious study one may examine Edward Mason Anthony's 

doctoral dissertation ori the word :lli2.• Mentioning combinations as two-

word verbs, Anthony refers this caption to Fries, Staubach and Harris; 

and one sees another term for the verb combination. Anthony insists 

that languages operate systematically and that classifications fof :9J2 

and similar word:2.7 "must not rest on what a researcher sees meanings to 

be at the moment, but rather the grammatical class of words accompany-

ing a given expression, the order of the separate parts of expression, 

the substitutions possible, and the type of utterance in which these 

35 utterances appear." The investigator deems this to mean that one 

can not judge the presence of a combination by the mere question, "What 

32Ibid., p. 26. 

33Ibid., p. 3:. 

34Ibid., p. 29. 

35Edward Mason Anthony, Jr., "Test Frames for Structures with QQ. 
in Modern American English" (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Michigan, 1954), p. 4, 
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is the meaning of this combination? 11 without considering the syntax, 

position, substitution of a one-word synonym or a synonymous group of 

words, and thought of a portion of a sentence or the entire sentence 

in which the combination appears, each of which contributes to the 

intended meaning. In other words, to arrive at the conclusion for the 

meaning of a combination on the basis of the words forming the combi-

nation without survey of the governing factors influencing that meaning 

is a careless approach which can result in an erroneous pronouncement. 

The Anthonian proclamation in this regard is excellent. 

Anthony prescribes five test frames, or five different groups of 

constructions vd.th QQ, isolated and described in terms of 11 sames 11 in 

the response of native speakers. "Each example, 11 he says, 11 has been 

submitted to a series of tests--in fixed order, so that any new 

examples (i.e. outside the 409 treated here) will at worst invite 

only the creation of a new group," 

Group I 
Group II 
Group III 
Group IV 
Group V 

He called John up. 
The baby acted up. 
John went up. 
His upbringing -was good. 
The frame-up was good,'36 

In conclusion Anthony says, 

••• the validity of the results .•. depends not so much on merits of 
macroscopic or microscopic, as upon the five sets of test frames 
which would guarantee the patterning of .:!:!E as argued in preceding 
chapters .•• 

Thus, many studies of words in this class as such, together 
with investigations of other two-word verb combinations, may even
tually lead to a comprehensive statement. But no such statement can 
be defended without the support of multiplicities of de~,il--multi
plicities of which this thesis is but a single example. 

36Ibid., p. 4, 

37Ibid., pp. 113-114. 
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Questions now arise as to which test frame would accomodate the 

following: 

Mary, it is so clumsy to fall up steps. 

I can't put up with the noise. 

I am fed-up with your indifference. 

If the investigator is correct in feeling the uses of~ in these 

sentences require additional listings in the test frames, the struc-

tural analysis could become considerably more involved than it visibly 

is in its present form. To accommodate still other adverbial parti-

cles by the same analysis would, no doubt, add several more divisions, 

and one goes into an infinitum of confusion. Anthony calls attention 

to another doctoral dissertation on the word at,38 and one can hardly 

·help but wonder if it takes a doctoral dissertation to reach an under-

standing of each of the adverbs and prepositions which may function as 

adverbs in two-word verbs. It seems, if this be so, that one is 

defeated before beginning the analysis of combinations. 

The Particle as a Connective 

To go now from the extremely intricate procedure of Anthony to 

the amazingly simple approach of Myers, one feels the urge to applaud 

loud and long for the latter. His opinion reads thus: 

Moreover, many words are called prepositions in some uses and adverbs 
in others, with no very clear boundary between them. This is espe
cially true when they are used closely with verbs. For instance: 

He came in. 
She fell down. 

38Ibid., (Kuo Pin Chou, "The Uses of the Function Word at in 
Present-Day Standard English'' unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, University 
of Michigan, 1951). 



She fell down the hill. 
I hate to get .l!:Q, 

It is hard to get }!12 those stairs. 
It is hard to get .l!£ much interest in the plan. 

Some grammarians would call all the italicized words prepositions. 
Others would call at least some of them adverbs (while still others 
would argue that they are really "separable particles"). 

From what has been said it is· clear that these three types of 
words--prepositions, conjunctions, and those "adverbs" which are 
neither identical with adjectives nor marked by the characteristic 
-1:Y: ending--cannot be satisfactorily separated on the basis of 
function, and they certainly cannot be distinguished on the basis 
of form. Therefore they ••• may reasonably be considered as belong
ing to a single part of speech, which may be defined as follows: 

Connectives are uninflected words with no characteristic 
endings. Their principal functions are to indicate connections 
between other words or groups of words, and to show certain rela
tions of time, space, manner, degree, emphasis, and so forth, 
usually without clearly modifying a specific word in a sentence. 
Since the definition of connectives is the most elastic of all, it 
may also be said that 11Any uninflected word that cannot be clearly 
identified as belonging to one of the other parts of speech may be 
called a connective,39 

With this view, then, there would be no combinations to worry about. 

Inviting as it might be, the approach involves a new organization of 

the study of grammar beginning with the very parts of speech. 

Hence, there are particles termed in a variety of ways thereby 

affecting the study of the verb-adverb in as many ways. The range 

extends from the simple analysis of Myers to Grattan and Gurrey's 

involved procedure and Anthony's 0multiplicities of detail." Except-

ing Myers's "connectives," the terminology has moved from preposition 

to adverb for the particle, and classification of,comb±natioris.·1 ifrom 

the two-fold to the si(rirgl:e·, the verb-adverb. 

391. M. Myers, American English (New York: Prentice Hall, Inc., 
1952), p. 81. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RECOI"lMENDATIONS AND CRITICAL OBSERVATIONS 

The understanding now of the term "verb-adverb combination 11 is 

two-fold. As presented in the previous chapters, it may designate one 

kind of combination, as differing from the "verb-preposition," or it 

may be a term to classify both types of combinations. Certainly the 

trend today is toward the latter. Not to be ignored are the various 

terms like 11 compound verbs, 11 ·11 verb phrases, 11 and "phrasal verbs" by 

which, in a way, authorities are calling combinations verbs. One would 

probably not be wrong in predicting that combinations will at some time 

appear as verbs. 

Recommendations of Opinions 

To choose between the two types of classification for combina

tions is, of course, difficult, and to take a stand between purist and 

liberal is not the investigator's desire. If there is to be a division, 

the recorrnnendation is Jespersen's examples, which are broad in number 

for words he chooses to illustrate even if narrow in munber of particle 

words presented, particularly adverbs which may also be prepositions. 

To the investigator's knowledge, there is no really adequate develop

ment for verb-adverb and verb-preposition as separate categories. 

However, if one desires the division, there is really no reason for 

avoiding it because most instances have a solution as being a "verb-

50 
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preposition" or "verb-adverb." Those under dispute may have an anal-

ysis to meet the individual's satisfaction, if not always in agreement 

with others. There is no option but to use one's own judgment in the 

more trying decisions as to whether a combination is present and as to 

which type it happens to be. The division, then, is fine for the 

expert to use and reach his own conclusions. 

The tendency toward a common category, nverb-adverb combination," 

appears in the previous chapter of this thesis and is bolstered by the 

following questions and answers found in a scholarly magazine: 

Can you suggest a source of information on such constructions as 
"put off," "wind up," etc. Are "off," "up," and "out" considered part 
of the verb? Please comment • 
• .• f_source: Grattan and Gurrey, ~ Living Language? But whether they 
follow it closely or at a distance they belong to the verb, not to 
any noun. You yould not, therefore, be wrong in stating that they 
were adverbs ••• 

In the sentence "The boy put on his hat," is .Q!1 a preposition, 
an adverb, or a part of the verb? 

The on should be construed as an adverb attached to the verb 
2 -put ... 

In the sentence "We called on Mrs. Brown," is "on Mrs. Brown" an 
adverbial phrase? 

The adverbial phrase does not seem to be the solution. Rather 
the verb is called on, a verb-adverb combination, and Mrs. Brown is 
the direct object .. -:3' 

The abundance of occurrences of combinations in today's usage 

demands an analysis which may have understanding in elementary grammar 

as well as advanced. The common category, therefore, ·.is ,the more 

sensible approach to combinations throughout the study of English 

410. 
111Current English Forum," Cqllege English~ III (January, 1942), 

2Ibid., V (October, 1943), 42. 

3rbid., IV (December, 1942), 196. 
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grammar. The recommendation here is Paul Roberts for clarity and con-

ciseness of presentation. For an expanded treatment under the term of 

"verb-adverb combination," and for history, examples, and observations, 

an excellent source is Arthur G. Kennedy. 

Recommendation for Terminology 

If there is to be a division into two categories, the terms should 

be "verb-preposition" and "verb-adverb, 11 for that is what the two types 

of combinations explicitly are. If there is to be a common category, 

then the "verb-adverb combination" should be the name. In combination 

one can easily see the adverbial property of a preposition which leads 

to the placement of all combinations under one term. Actually the 

temptation to recommend "verb combination" has been very strong, but 

here other cohesive constructions ·enter the picture such as £!!!l amuck; 

E.9. bese~k, gg_ south,. and let-~ which can be considered unified 

verb expressions and which can take one into another vast realm of 

associations not treated within this work. 

The investigator has chosen these terms over and above others 

which have appeared in this thesis and offers the following reasons. 

A "Kind of a Unit" is indefinite. A unit must be a unit as~ is~· 
l 

"Compound Verbs" is confusing because of the existence o:f; verbs known 

as true compounds: outbid,. ove:r,flg_!'.!. "Merged Verbs" is inappropriate 

for the understanding of the word merger is a combining of like with 

like, such quality not being true of combinations , 11Verb Phrases 11 

and "Phrasal Verbs" are confusing since the terminology might well 

designate other verb constructions: was writing,· have· be.en ·:talking, 

should_have been_~. __ As to _the latter term, one writer says this: 
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The term 'phrasal verbs' has been suggested to me by Dr. Bradley, 
not, as he writes, that he is-satisfied with it, or would not welcome 
any alternative that he could feel to be an improvement ••• although the 
word 'phrasal' is perhaps objectionable in formation, it fills a want, 
and is sometimes indispensable. 

"Two-word Verbs" is inadequate; many verbs are "two-word":~~, 

will_.&£., mav .have •... Besides combinations are not always two-word: put 

.!!£ with. "Semi-Compounds 11 is inaccurate and too mathematical, since 

words do not lend themselves to mathematical analysis. Arthur Kennedy 

says when the combination has great solidity, such might bear the name 

of "compound. 1·15 For those which are not so closely bound, then, o.r 

even for those that are, the term "semi-compound" does not suffice. 

"Verb plus Verbal Particle" is decidedly awkward and too involved. 

"Group Verbs" is inadequate in that it could pertain to other verb 

constructions, as is "Verb-Expressions," and both are vague. 

Combinations are a combining of two parts of speech for one 

function, the verb. It would be better to call them verbs than any of 

the names just presented. Since, however, combinations do differ from 
-

verbs in structure, some special name at present seems a necessity. 

Recommendations for Deterrb.ining· .the Presence ,of .a ,Goinbina.tion 

In working with a two-fold classification of verb-combinations, 

the best approach in the study of factors conducive to the presence of 

a combination and the nature of its particle is Jespersen 1s criteria. 6 

For the single classification, Anthony sums up rather neatly, if 

4Logan.Pearsa.ll Smith, "English Idioms," .§. f.. ~., Tract XII, 
(1923), p. 5, n,,.: 1~·:. 

5 ' 
Kennedy~ The Modern English Verb-Adverb Combination, p. 7. 

6 
Jespersen, p. 273. 
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a bit learnedly, the requirements for the existence of a combination.? 

His last requirement, 11 the consideration of the type of utterance in 

which these utterances appear," receives support from one Benjamin Lee 

Whorf, who says, 

... in a language with simple primary types of moduli the meaning of 
the individual lexeme is more or less under the sway of the entire 
sentence, and at the mercy of the manifold potentialities of connota
tion and suggestion which thereby arise.8 

It seems safe to assume that combinations are a specialized type of 

verbation, and certainly one can see that combinations very often are 

determinable by the meaning of the entire sentence. Roberts's "Roll 

up the rug" is a fitting example.9 One does not know the meaning of 

!21J: or roll up until seeing rug. Likewise the true meaning of .ran 

or ran across or across is indeterminable without reading the entire 

sentence, 11 I ran across Jim at the ball game. 11 Indeed it is challeng-

ing to think of very many combinations whose meanings are not under 

the "sway of the entire sentence. 11 

Meaning, then, as one considers some or all of the factors con-

ducive to that meaning--word order, stress, position, and ''sway of the 

entire sentence"--is the ultimate test. The one-word synonym is very 

frequently but not always an aid in determining a combination's pres-

ence. Again, the synonym is a support for the meaning. Stress 

figures with importance in finding all verb combinations. It is 

almost foolproof in oral discour,se; however, in writing, where one is 

7 Anthony, 11 Test Frames for Structures with Q£ in Modern American 
English, n p. 4. 

8Benjamin Lee Whorf, 11 Grammatical Categories, 11 Language, XXI 
(1945), 9, 

9Roberts, p. 122. 
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naturally more concerned with analysis, trouble arises with this factor, 

for stress can be a variant quality, depending upon individual reading 

and interpretation. Stress is of great significance in the designation 

of a verb-prepositional relationship, but is not so consistently vital 

for the verb-adverb, the component parts normally being even in stress 

as is a regular verb and adverb relationship. Even vdth all these 

factors, one must, now and then, rely upon his own judgment. 

Values and Weaknesses of the Combination 

The values of verb combinations are as follows: 

1. They are generally more forceful than one-word synonyms or 

other constructions parallel in meaning. 

Stand :i.m for your rights. 
Uphold your rights. 
Take§;_ firm nosition for your rights. 

2. They are in many instances more direct in revealing an action 

than other forms of expression. They are, therefore, time and energy 

saving. 

The baby pulled .1d£ to the table. 
The baby grasped the edge of the table, placed his feet under him, 

and stretched to a standing position; (Note one could say the baby 
stood 11!2 to the table, but there is still a combination, and the 
meanings are not exactly parallel.) 

3, Being more forceful and more direct, they are often more 

expressive and colorful than expressions of like meaning. 

Cheer@! Things are not so bad. 
~e 9f good cheer! Things are not so bad, 

4, Combinations serve at times where there is no adequate one-

word verb available. 

Johnny~ out his shoes in a very short time, 
Fill in the blanks on page three. 
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5. They can carry additional meanings to those implied by the 

combination of component parts. 

Did you ~ across anyone you know dovmtown? 
Did you hanpen to meet anyone you know downtovm? 
Did you l2,y chance Zar unexpectedly) meet anyone you know dovmtown? 

6. Above all, combinations are easy. Kennedy proves that most of 

them . 10 have a monosyllable for the verb portion. Their use replaces 

the more difficult longer verbs or prefixed or suffixed verbs. This is 

the principal reason for the vast number of combinations in the living 

language. 

"Our speech is never adequate to express the inexhaustible rich-

ness of life .•. there is hardly any action or attitude of one human 

11 being to another which cannot be expressed by these phrasal verbs." 

So says Logan Pearsall Smith who perhaps offers the greatest defense 

for combinations: 

Idioms like ·,on· the rocks I or 'under a 'Cloud.' are visual images; 
phrasal verbs like 1to pull through,' 'to keep up,' are kinaesthetic 
metaphors, arousing imagined sensations of muscular effort. These 
verbs of motion and effort possess so protean and self-multiplying a 
power of entering into combinations and throw off such a kaleidoscope 
a variety, that compared with the other inert elements of our vocabu
lary, they seem to possess, like radium, an inexhaustible store of 
life and energy.12 

Aside from the assets of the combination, one must consider its 

weaknesses: 

1. The combination is sometimes redundant. Some grammarians 

attack such expressions as filll!E, cry out, fall down, kneel or bow 

lOKennedy, The Modern English Verb-Adverb CombinatiQrr, p. 7 
1 ' 

11smith, "English Idioms," p. 5, 

12Ibid., p. 46, 
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doi,.m, tire out, and wake,lill with the descriptions, "superfluous," 

11 red1mdant, 11 ''ambiguous, 11 "tautological, 11 or "pleonastic. 11 Janet Rankin 

Aiken says, "Sometimes the extra word is superfluous, as in wake~ for 

a-wake or wake; and then we have tautological expressions like continue 

on or return back. Such merged verbs as these last are to be avoided.';t.3 

Opdycke cautions against refer back, repeat agaii:, subjugate under, 

start out, dive ~n, do~ again, divide~' and so forth, claiming 

such expressions to be wordy and bungling. 14 

But there are opinions to oppose the attacks. Kennedy feels that 

"the sneaker almost always feels a nice distinction even though his 

sense of the logical tells him that the particle should be quite unnec

essary," and does not mention a single instance of redundancy. 15 In a 

scholarly magazine Anthony refers to his dissertation on the word }!.12 

and has the following to say: 

In one group of two-word verbs it was found that, although by 
structural criteria the members should hav,e been ambiguous, they were 
not. Some examples, together with a word or phrase indicating the 
meaning in which they were grasped, stand below: 

I'm glad you brought that up. 
Button your coat up. 
I called her up six or eight times. 
I'd certainly follow it up. 
They put it up on the shore of the 
· lake. 

'introduce into the discussion' 
'fasten completely' 
'telephone' 
'pursue a subject' 

'erect' 
16 

The investigator agrees that while such expressions appear and sound 

l3Aiken, p. 53. 

14 Opdycke, p. 247. 

l5Kennedy, The Modern English Verb-Adverb Combination, p. 7, 

16Edward Mason Anthony, Jr., "An Exploratory Inquiry into Lexical 
Clusters," American Speech, XXIX (August, 1954), 175. 
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superfluous, they do answer a need in expression. One recalls in 

Smith's opinion the idea of particles replacing gestures in their values 

of showing muscular effort. 

2. The combination is. commonplace,. One· must :beadi3::y a.dmittthat a 

combination is in the majority of instances less dist~nctive and less 

learned than one-word verbs. Likewise, the popular song is less 

elevating, culturally, that is, than the classical. One might put it 

this way: Remove the popular song; remove much pleasure--remove the 

combination; oust a happy and popular medium of exchange. As estab

lished earlier in this work, the combination is not here because of 

distinctive quality, but through its popularity. 

3. The combination is t.oo abundant in usage. The charge of 

combinations being used too frequently must, of course, stand 

unopposed. Approximately twenty years after his extensive work on 

·the verb-adverb combination, Kennedy offers the following: 

The limitations of Basic-verb expression to a relatively small 
group of commonly used verbs necessitates. the employment of many 
verb-adverb combinations ••• , and while such combinations have become 
increasingly important in the idiom of Modern Englisn,--I have esti
mated that 20 such verbs can be combined with some 16 adverbial 
containing elements •.. to produce at least 155 verb-adverb combinations 
with more than 600 fairly distinct significations or uses,--it is 
undoubtedly true, as I stated 20 years ago, that 11,owing to the multi
plication of meanings, the possibility of confusion or misunder
standing is greatly increased ••• and even tho this possibility can be 
largely obviated by emphasis on attendant circumstances of speech, 
there is still danger of lessening the capacity for precision in the 
expression of ideas if the1,ore highly specialized verbs give way to 
commonplace combinations, 11 · 

4, Not so much as a weakness peculiar to the combination itself, 

but rather as a hindrance to understanding, the combination takes an 

17Arthur G. Kennedy, English Usage (New York: D. Appleton
Century Company, 1942), p. 107. 
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exceedingly prominent place in idiomatic expressions which foreigners, 

in trying to learn and speak English, find so taxing to comprehend. 

To illustrate is this story: 

••• a German resident in England who spoke English perfectly for ordi
nary purposes, but who, not having mastered the idiomatic differences 
of meaning between unset .. and ~ !:.ll2, recommended some wine to a guei;it 
with the remark, 'You might drink'a bottle of it, and it would not 
set you up.' (English Prose, p. 144). Another foreigner8wishing to· 
recommend a tonic, wrote that it had 'quite upset him. ,1 

Thus, the combination has its assets and its liabilities. To 

resort to the more bungling forms or to use the construction too 

frequently will not be conducive to the better speaking and writing. 

But to go to the other extreme by refusing to note the values of 

combinations is not only intellectual snobbishness, but intellectual 

idiocy. 

The first part of this thesis has presented opinions which ulti-

mately lead, for all practical .. purposes, to one category, the verb-

adverb combination, such term to include the verb-preposition and the 

verb-adverb. 

Part Two presents a survey of frequency of appearance of the 

combination, along with the influences behind such frequency. 

18smith, "English Idioms,'' p. 5, n. 2. 



PART TWO 

A SURVEY OF THE PREVALENCE OF THE COMBINATION IN PRESENT-DAY ENGLISH 



CHAPTER V 

PIAN AND CRITERIA FOR THE SURVEY 

England's censuring America for the prevalence of the verb-adverb 

combination is the topic to appear first in Part Two. Remaining chap

ters show the number of verb-adverb occurrences in various types and 

levels of writing and speaking, tvithin the survey there are observa

tions concerning occasions or influences which cause the construction 

to appear and flourish, as well as those conditions which bring about 

a decrease in usage. 

Words are at times evasive, and combinations are no exception. 

The designation of a verb plus a particle as a verb-adverb combina-

tion can evoke disputation comparable with that presented in the chapter 

which follows immediately. Combinations have various degrees of attrac

tion between their component parts, and now and then a decision as to 

the existence of a verb-adverb becomes difficult. 

Often a grammarian in treating the construction limits himself to 

a few snecific words to serve as the second word of a combination, as 

is the case with Arthur Kennedy who uses only sixteen particles: 

_§bout, across, around or round, at, gy, down, for, in, .£ff, .2Q, out, 

~, thru, to, E.Q, and with. Edward Mason Anthony confines his study 

to .:!!12• This survey, however, runs the scale from the more pronounced 

combination to the less cohesive one. 

The reason for the broad consideration is that a verb-adverb 
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relationship may or may not be a combination in the opinion of a gram-

marian, or, for that matter, a layman. For example, a combination may 
; 

be as obvious as cut out in "cut out the picture, 11 or it may be as 

questionable as ES2 back in "Go back to the end of the line." If a 

student has been misbehaving at the front of a line, the teacher may 

use this reprimand, and, in the minds of some, back would be a purely 

adverbial modification. If, however, the student has been at the back 

of the line and has assumed for himself a place toward the front, the 

teacher may use the same correction, and in this sense, EQ back means 

return and may well have the classification of verb-adverb. Then 

there is the thought that if EQ back is a combination in one instance, 

it is in the other, and so it goes. 

Such verbs as get,~,@, take, and keep are, more often than 

not, vague or short of meaning without a second word which follows 

immediately or within a few words. Logan Pearsall Smith has this 

opinion: 

And yet it is exactly from these abstract verbs, in combination 
with adverbs and prepositions of abstract direction that we derive 
thousands of the vivid colloquialisms and idiomatic phrases by means 
of whilhwe describe the greatest variety of human actions and rela
tions. 

Expressions like~ in, E£.2J:!t, ~ along, take awa.v, and keep 2Q 

have consideration throughout the survey. 

The investigator realizes the fine distinctions are a source of 

controversy. With this in mind, she has governed her choices accord-

ing to the following standards: 

1Smi th, "English Idioms, 11 p .. 4 7. 
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1. The second word has·an important bearing on the action of the 

first or lends action or direction to that word. 

2. A combination included in the tally may have appeared as an 

example in some grammarian's discussion of the construction. 

3, The verb-adverb has recognition in its derivatives, the noun 

and adjective. For instance, one may check .llt2 on an individual's 
i 

reputation (verb-adverb), but one goes to his physician for a check-· 

.ill2 (verb-adverb noun derivative). Other noun derivative examples are 

fallout, standby., and dugovt. Adjective derivatives appear in these 

phrases: quite' a grown-up_ young lady, a bang"'."up affair, and a closing- _ 

out sale. 

~-• Because of the variety of interpretations which may sometimes 

exist in determining the presence of a combination, the investigator, 

on such occasions, has used her own judgment. She has invited meaning, 

stress, "sway of the entire sentence, 11 sound, position, and the one-

word synonym to help in her decisions. Where there has been appreci-

able doubt that the first and second words lack unity sufficient for a 

combination, there has been no count. -, 

5. There has been no attempt to find those materials which 

unfairly promote the investigator's point in establishing the combi-

nation's frequency. To illustrate, the request for television scripts 

reads for "ariy two presentations of" that particular program, In other 

words, there has been no listening for a program which is particularly 

filled with the usage, Some programs will have more occurrences, and 

some fewer than those presented for survey. The same procedure holds 

true for other materials, chosen at random, except for type and level. 

6. Counting in the various materials has been, in the very 



greatest ma~ority, by the word, not by so many words to a line and the 

number of lines irt a column, and so forth, with one time through a 
I 

selection for word count and one time through for number of combinations. 

Because of the vast amount of counting, the survey, while quite indic-

ative, is not exact. 



CHAPTER VI 

ENGLAND VERSUS AMERICA 

On several occasions England has held America responsible, not only 

for the origin, but for the cultivation and consequent prevalence of the 

verb-adverb combination. Herein appear some of the accusations and 

answers to the charges against America. 

Upon examining a seri'es of letters in The London Times, one finds 

a blatant accusation of nAmericanisms" appearing in an address by Mr. 

Baldwin, Chancellor. The combination causipg the editorial arguments 

is try out, used by Mr. Baldwin in the phrase, 11 In order to try out the 

possibilities of these new methods." The series alternately deplores 

and upholds the Chancellor in this usage, the one faction maintaining 

that "try out" should be "try, 11 and the other proclaimihg the differ-

ence in meaning of the two terms, advocating 11 try out" as good solid 

Elizabethan English, or saying the Teutonic word combinations differ 

little from Latin verbs, the former adding a separable suffix to a verb 

and the latter attaching the preposition or adverb as a prefix to the 

root verb. The arguments fly back and 'forth under the heading of 

11American Prepositions~ 11 which creates still another turmoil concerning 

terminology, to include a shaming of Cambridge by Oxford fbr the use of 

11Preposi tions 11 when the term should be "Adverbs. 111 

1Editorials in The London Times, February 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, and 16, 
1933. 
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Actually there is nothing new concerning the understanding of 

combinations in this series of letters, the arguments being time-worn 

and inconclusive. The very fact, however, that such usage has the name 

of "Americanisms" places the blame for origin on America. Again it is 

Logan Pearsall Smith who offers the greatest defense for the combina-

tion, and who places what he would term credit instead of blame on 

England herself. He proclaims the idioms to be as old as the English 

language and maintains that large numbers of combinations appear in the 

writings of Wyclif, Gower, Chaucer, Lydgate, and Malory. His comment 

is, "How such Americanisms reached the shores of England before the 

discovery of America is a problem which I should like to suggest to the 

consideration of these pundits. 112 With sarcasm, Smith continues, 

The porter in Macbeth may have picked up his unseemly phrase about 
drink, how 'it sets him up and takes him off' from American sightseers 
at Macbeth's castle; and Othello learned perhaps from tourists in 
Venice the Americanisms which he uses so effectively in the lines:--

Keep~ your bright swords, for the dew will r~st them. 
Put out the light, and then put out the light, 

There are appearances of the construction in the Book of Common Prayer, 

in the revised translation of the Bible, in Spenser, and in Shake-

speare, according to Smith. He says Milton puts Americanisms into 

mouths of his characters as when Eve says in Paradise, 

Sweet the coming Q!:!: of grateful evening mild. 4 

Henry Dobinson, another writer in the series, states the following: 

2Ibid., February 13, 1933, 

3Ibid. 

4Ibid. 
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••• the Norsemen were thus temPering the meanings of their verbs .[a.dver
bially converted prepositioni7 when they discovered America a thousand 
years ago, and there is no reason why today's Americans should not 
carry on the Norsemen's work. If at any time this work had been 
checked, our languages would never have grown.5 

History relates the story of the Norsemen's early visits to 

America as consisting of several attempts to make permanent settle-

ments along the shores of Iceland, Greenland, and Vinland. Such 

efforts, however, were unrewarding and soon forced them to return to 

Europe. Any influence on American usage, consequently, would have had 

to have come from the Norseman via England to America. 

But aside from opinions just quoted, one may find ample proof in 

the OED to substantiate England's originating, as well as cultivatin~, 

the so-called Americanisms: 

Up (adv.) 

1. To or towards a point or place higher than another and 
lying directly (or almost directly) above it; so as to 
raise orbring, come or tend, to or towards a higher 
position in space. 

c888 l<.}f_Lfl{ED ~ )(XXrv • .§11, ~wa2.te1'p-u..1r1u.. 
OY\3Lte ~o-rwh.~ r~t Fu.- Fund1.3 up & .SlO eor1i'e o~c::lu.ne? 

b. Towards or above the level of the shoulders or head, 

BeD-wur~ as7s. 1--loY\d up a.breed :Eeala dr:jh.-te.n gY'_:Fe. 
/:a.h.ne sloh. 

c. So as to raise into a more erect (or level) as well a~ 
elevat~d position. 

d?q1 · K. A:..LFREb c:;:reoor-~'.s P~?l. c. \.1.v. t.J..zr Ne he0be 
3e to u. p eo w 'f'e ~©rn21.s. 0 Donne a~e. bbazi '?,a., .s ~ Y\ Fv Llo.1\ 
Sw L1le. LlP h.lY'o.. ~o'f'~d':':i [e:tc.J.,. 

i 535 COV'i:-RbAlt. ..• E::z.e.k. vt'l'L J'I. Pu,po.sl_:1 to C.a.;;it vp 
lhe.vr 'r\ose.s vpo'f\ me., 

Under figurative and transferred applications JiJil there is, 

5Ibid., February 13, 1933. 
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8. From a lower to a higher status in respect of position, rank, 
or affluence. 

C ~J..5' ~ e~H:eY' xxxv'c i ?:ii.f DY-~ hte'I\ ... heJe.~ up ~e ~212.t 
·~ L,\. L '(\ e.;;.. Yd u::. ecr,d a. Vl. . 

c. 8,~8 K. P£.LFREb fkdh. x><Xt)( g \\, ~~ L;;..e,:::, ~t.. ~or L6nguvn 
!)e.sa::.L~um hL to l)._p aha.<::i:bben, 

9. To a higher spiritual or moral level or object. 

e gcg 8 K. f't.LFR ED Boe-th. t lL g b Se mann d.'/ia gee~ up,i.hte.. ~ 
pae..t ta..c..fla.~ pa:?t he .sc.erj.( ma. j?enC'.Q.YI ct_p p0Y\\l\1'? Y1 'f~e.Y. 

\ ~ '11 R, G\o u (!_. CRo \Is) '13'-l.:I. HD Ide p vpto goc:l ... 3our-e p65L 

b. To a state of greater cheerfulness, confidence, resolution, 
etc • 

. !l._'n R.Giouc_,(Rolls) '1'33b ~0u,e. he.Y-le'rl hebbe~ vr·--
1-1 op ce p ;:,_L o Y1 god, 

10. To or towards mature age, or proficiency in some art, etc. 

CL 900 Q. E. IV'\;..Y'~~Y·ol. ,,.2,1 Oc.t \q;z_ W~l~'l'LOYiJ W?.es \ff 
c.~ m e. I"\ LY\ Pa. le => t i n cl- . 

11. Into existence, prominence, vogue, or currency: so as to 
appear or prevail. 

~ qoo _Al"\d'f'e..o.S 12.~b (Gy.J Storm upp 2''f:aS 2ePte"Y' 
c easler ho 9 u YY\. 

,· 

18. To or towards a state of completion or finality. 

c'..i.i?-00 t'ursor/'1. 1,1,,3~ 5\d!.':i vp 4oY\ c2i.Ltc:f-s d.l bLdc::Y)e 1. 
c 1371 C.\-1~\JC'..E\\ 1Y'c:H-1lu.:., ,uf70 S~e M::>,de vp ~-rete hev-e c.oY-1\, 

b. ·with other verbs, denoting progress to or towards end. 

1361 YoY'H"\emo. Bk 1.1~\. Ouh~ h\:e11 gt-,d~ls +bl e:Y' ~u I\ j WY-05 ~t urp. 

These examples along with Smith's opinion that America has not 

been responsible for either Shakespeare's or Milton's uses of combina-

tions lead one to believe America could have had little to do with 

England's earlier use of combinations. It is doubtfui that England's 

literary classes, or even lower classes, could have been affected to 

any extent in their speaking and writing by the settlers of America, 

who, it is knovm, were struggling for their very existence, and many 



of whom had lower-class status upon their departure from England. It 

seems conservative, then, to estimate that at least a century would 

have to pass after the discovery of America (1492) before there could 

be any influence of American usage on that of the English. America's 

literature, according to anthologies, begins with the settlement of 

Jiamestown (1607), the first newspaper has the date of 1690, and it is 

ludicrous to believe there was any appreciable amount of verbal con-

tact across the seas before 1600. 

To accept this date more wholeheartedly, one may again examine 
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the OED and find certain listings of verbs with prepositions and verbs 

with adverbs under "Figurative and Specialized Uses." Many of these, 

by way of example, accommodate the definition of a verb-adverb combi

nation as defined in this thesis. Where there is doubt one can often 

feel satisfied to designate the specialized use a precursor of a 

combination. 

80. Go in 

To _gg_ in and out: in quasi-Biblical lang., to conduct 
oneself, •to do the business of life' (j.). The Heb. 
phrase on which this is founded appears in the Eng. Bible 
as to fI.2 out and !&, ~ in; ••. 

c ~15 Rushw. ~. M,dt.. lfi.i. 1'3 G ~ ~ LY'IY\. p urh n. c.'c..'<We. .3e.a-te. 
e /J./.4o rl"6W\p, P&rV. Jo;;.h Gooh 'jY\. \o a. pla.-C!.e''. 

73. Go away 

a. To depart, go from a place or person. 

c 1.:1..00 Vic.es & \/~..,.f.ues frns) l'L Go. aweL Pram rl\e) iLL 

:;/:We Ye 3ed e;, F of'~ ),"\, d te. d Le.u le.~ 

91. Go to>-fgo till 

ta. To go about one's work ••• to get to work. 

-c ,~oo OR.MIN q\"l"I Ga.9 tLLl 3.- 3a-rrkeH God~ss we33e.. 



d. To shut, close. 

IL.r8 r CAX-r:o N Re.8Yl;;.Yd CA)ti) The. ~r~'flne. wente +e,, 

94, Go up (used to show expanded uses at later dates) 

a. To go, pass, or change to a place or position which is, or 
is viewed as, higher; to ascend, rise. 

c. 13~1:, CHAUCER 5ht.pYl"\;;).\'\ 15 T..21.z. Vp fo h.'Lr housboh.de is 
-l:.h'15 w~r ~gon. 

c. Of a cry. 

1535 COVEl<.DALE J: Sa.l"Yi v. 1.Z. 1he. 'ylo~se.. o~ the dt-e. WeYlt 
up Ln f o h e ;;i.. u e n__ .. 

1icro l':'.'.lv.r~ ffl;::;j,~3i.n12 Od. 'SSfo A shriek h~:5 ~611e up 
a.5 to the wic.kedness oF G/\'('Y"~Lng c_;;,_t!:le. 0Y\ shi.r, 

e. To increase in number, price, or value. 

Ji g3 Mrs. C .. Pr.ied Meloc.h_ T.1. II/ 7'1 - Wool wcu Id ~o up 0-

pe.n Vli a povhd, 

Specialized uses for run with a preposition and with an adverb -,-
appear as follows: 

With prepositions, in specialized uses. 

59, Run across 
60. Run after 
61. Run against 
62. Rim before 
63. Run in 
64. Run into 
65. Run on 
66. Run out of 
6-7. Run over 
68. Run through 
69. Run to 
70. Run upon 
71. Run with 

1887 
1526 
1375 
1596 
1386 
1380 
14?2 
1710 
1563 
1449 
1513 
1300 
1380 

With adverbs, in specialized uses. 

72. Run away 
Run away with 

73. Run down 

1380 
13 .. 

1578 

J. Hawthorne Tragic Mist viii 
Skelton Magnyf. 2172 
Barbour Bruce ii, 434 
Shaks. Merch Ven. II~ vi. 4 
Chaucer Can. Yearn. Prol. & T. 
Wyclif Wks. 1. 1880-- -
Paston Lett III. 57 
Tatler No. 2211. 2 
Satir. Poems Reform xlii. 536 
Pecock Repr. I. viii. 41 
Fabyan Chron (1533) 155b 
Cursor M. 3556 
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 

Sir Ferumb 2438 
Sir Beues· 2021 

Lindesay (Pitscottie) 
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74. Run in 
75. Run off 
76. Run on 
77. Run out 

1699 
1683 
1593 
1300 
1526 
1400 
1225 
1390 

Baker Refl. Learning 58 
D. Granville Letters (Surtees sue.) 
Shakesoeare Rich. II v. v. 59 
Cursor·M. 15177 ~ 

78. Run over 
79. Run through 

Tindale Luke vi 38 
Song 2f Roland 936 

80. Run together Ancr. R. 80 
81. Run up Gower Conf. I. 173 

Four of the dates for these entries are after the year 1600, leaving 

the remaining sixteen to be, without question, of English rather than 

American origin. Actually, whenever a combination is of American 

origin, such has designation in entry: 

71 Go ahead 

12~~ Na..f, £.nc.yc.l. :r. ,,g/,J_ Go-a.he2d 1'5 o~ AMeY-01ta.V'\ o\""''iiLV\ 

a. 'l'H~ I 5. U '=> e.J · · • W h e Y e +he Br i r I $ h W o U \ d 8 ;;,_ ~ \~. \ \ 'f \ 'jl ht , , 

That the charge of "Americanisms" cannot ring true seems evident, 

and one now proceeds to examine a few opinions on the development of 

combinations. 

To go back to the early seventeent~ century, there is for consid-

eration Doctor Johnson's strenuous objection to Milton's use of combi

nations. This dissension appears to have consummated with ~?hnson's 

unaltered disapproval of the usage, but also his acknowledgement of the 

forcefulness of combinations.6 Setting master against master, then, 

and again accepting Smith's freeing America of influencing Milton's 

usage, one is hardly presumptious in concluding that if England has had 

friction within its own boundal'.'ies, the combination, . despite native . 

objection, has flourished therein by way of its own merits and popu-

larity. 

6Ibid., February 13, 1933. 
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More recently, Horwill has said that England constantly natural-

izes American,1usag~, including _the addpj)ion. 0£ those combinations,.o.f: 

verb and adverb ''which Americans pref er to a single verb or to a more 

roundabout expression." The adverb, he feels, is more important to 

Americans in its intensifying quality for verbs than it is to the 

British; but concerning prepositions in combinations, he says the real 

difference lies in the choice of preposit~on--to name for (not after), 

to want of (not with), playing on (not ,in) the eleven.? Along the 

same trend, Eric Partridge praises the "terse expressiveness" of 

American slang and says it receives a faintly reluctant welcome in 

England. He includes in his examples: close J:!E, fade out, bumn off, 

put .sm. ~ spot, take for§!:. ride, bark lU2 t9e wrong tree, fJ.Q ~ big, 

to reel off, and wade in. 8 Within these two opinions, one recognizes 

the fact that England accepts American usage on its own through 

"naturalization" and a "faintly reluctant welcome." America's exten-

sive use of combination.s is never to be denied; America does not force 

the usage upon the English. 

As an accusation of the English, the mortal sin of. crudity, 

"Americanisms," seems mild in comparison with the most recent charge, 

found by the investigator, of one Henry George Strauss, Baron Cones-

ford of Chelsea. According to Lord Conesford, Americans are guilty 

of "murder" of the language and "pretentious illiteracy." His 

examples include_using one word in lieu of another (alibi for excuse, 

7H. W. Horwill, "American Variations," S. P. §_., Tract XLV (1936), 
194-195. 

8Eric Partridge, "Slang," S. f.• !·, Tract LV (1940), 195, 
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underprivileged for poor), inventing inferior words (motivations for 

motives, objectives for' objects), and much more seriously, "destroying 

the simple, strong transitive verb by pointless additions of adverbial 

particles." The latter he terms "a deplorable American habit." 

Admitting a few words later that some phrasal verbs can enrich 

the language and show versatility by adding a preposition to the verb, 

(to be noted is the Baron's change of terminology for the particle and 

his examples for such: take to people, take them down, take them off, 

or take them in; play up, knock out, carry on, keep off), he says that 

today the trend is to weaken the language by adding unnecessary parti-

cles ... merely for the sake of verbosity. 

Are you sure that "face up to" is better or stronger than face? 
Is it really better to "meet up. with 11. a man than to· meet·. him, to 
"visit with 11 friends than to visit them, to 11 study up" on a subject 
than to study it? 11Soften up" is inferior to soften, "drown out 11 is 
inferior to drown, "lose out'' is inferior to lose. You "pay off" an 
army when you discharge it, but to say some policy has 11 paid off" 
when you simply mean that it has proved profitable, seems to me 
deplorable. Soon, I suppose, ~merican parents will teach their chil
dren that "honesty pays off"J 

There are several answers to Lord Conesford: 

1. Use of and composing of new combinations, deplorable or other-

vdse, is not solely American. It is true one may.find a list of slang 

terms to include some thirty-four combinations compiled by Fred Newton 

Scott for the English in order that they might better understand the 

k f S. 1. I . 10 wor so inc air ,ewis. Likewise one may read an article on 

British slang terms offered to America to include five combinations 

9Lord Conesford, "You Americans are Murdering the Language,u The 
,Saturday Evening Post, CCXXX (July 13, 1957), 71. 

1°Fred Newton Scott, "American Slang," S. P . .§., Tract XXIV 
(1906), 118-127. 
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(belt _!!E--be quiet; scupper .l!P,_and ..h!g Qp--drink liquor or beer; chuck 

the snouts_~".:'-pass a :µ:i.ck of cigarettes; ride out (of a place)-

leave). This article ends with the cormnent of American visitors in a 

London bar upon receiving an explanation of terms, "We said thanks and 

rode out fief~ of the clinic .fjJiiE.7 feeling like a round box Lsomebody 

who doesn't dig jazz. A square.!.? but convinced .English;is a:liv:ing:la.n

guage.1111 The ratio of thirty-four combinations in the works of Lewis 

to five in a short list of terms (approximately thirty-five) in a news-

paper article is not an unbalanced one to consider. 

Anbther newspaper article of interest is the following: 

BRITISH TERMS FOR CARS, PARTS 
ARE CONFUSING TO U.S. MOTORISTS 

DETROIT (INS) -- If you are "flatting out" in your 
"saloon" or "drophead," you'd better make sure· your 
"de-misters" and "silencer" are in good working 
condition. 

Double-talk? No, just the King's English! But 
in the United States you'd probably hear: "If you 
are speeding along in your sedan or automobile, 
you'd better make sure your defrosters and muffler 
are in good working condition. 11 12 

Also one may observe William Craigie's examples of blaze away 
' 

(1776) and bang away (1840) as synonyms of fire ~way, English from 
13 

1775. Should one say the depl@rable combinations are an American 

or English habit? Jespersen says, 11Where an Englishman says, 1I 

shall catch you up' or 11 111 catch up with yOu, 1 Americans know only 

the latter phrase.1114 

11Chicago Daily News, August 25, 1958, p. 2. 

12st. Louis Post-Dispatch, August 26, 1957, p. lA. 

13william Craigie, 11 The Growth of American English, 11 S. P. §_., 
Tract LVI (1940), 221. . 

14Jespersen, A Modern English Grannnar, p. 271. 
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Certainly it is quite questionable whether ohe can say America is 

murdering the English language, for England must interpret its "F.,nglish-

isms 11 simultaneously with America explaining 11Americanisms."-

2. As to the charge of verbosity, there is some sympathy with 

Lord Conesford 1s declaration, and this point could cause dissension 

from now on. Nevertheless, verbosity has a very firm status in both 

England and America. Also one must again consider Arthur Kennedy's 

"feeling a nice distinction." Kennedy notes the purists' objection to 

redundancy and says the particle has been added in the first place to 

give emphasis, or perhaps to round out the speech rhythm, and such 

combinations of verb and particle ~xpress more than a simple verb. 

Following several examples comparable to Lord Conesford's, Kennedy 

states, "we feel a difference between bowing and bowing 9£!'.fil, leaking 

. ,15 or leaking out. 1 

3. Before becoming so critical, Lord Conesford should perhaps 

clarify his understanding of the adverbial or prepositional nature of 

the particle. In his examples under adding a preposition to a verb, 

if one is to divide the particle into two categories, ];E in~ QJ2, 

out in knock out, and .9.!l in carry .9.!l are definitely adverbial, not 

prepositional. 

4, Margaret Nicholson, who has done years of extensive research 

resulting in a dictionary on American-English usage, offers this con-

clusion: 

My feeling is that good English is good English, whatever the 
nationality of the writer. In every community there are local meanings, 
terms, and constructions, arising from circumstances and environment 

15Kennedy, The Modern.English Verb-Adverb Combination, p. 4, 
. ' I 



of that particular locality. Some of these should be treasured, some 
should be eschewed in formal speech and writing. There is no essen
tially American-English or English-English. There are only not~too
important regional variations.16 

Hence one feels that the charges against America have been 

entirely too severe in that England has had its share in originating 

and using the verb-adverb combination. The investigator has found no 
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evidence wherein America denies the cultivation of such usage; America 

courts it freely in many levels of speaking and writing. Such preva-

lence is presented in the ensuing chapters'. 

16Mar~aret Nich;lson, "What is Good English?" The Atlantic, CXCIX 
(May, 1957), 73, 



CHAPTER VII 

THE COMBINATION IN MASS MEDIA 

Lord Conesford might possibly have some concern about Americans 

teaching their progeny the principle underlying "honesty pays off," 

but as for the construction, he worries unnecessarily. American youth 

need not depend upon parental guidance to inculcate use of the combi-

nation, for it becomes frequent in one's usage, not as a result of any 

direct teaching or learning effort, but rather, because of the multi-

plicity of appearances in modern writing and speaking, as a process of 

assimilation. Mass media are illustrative of this fact. Herein are 

examples and observations of frequency in advertising, the newspaper, 

television, and radio. 

Occurrences in Advertising 

Advertising capitalizes on the use of the combination. That 

specialists in the field are incapable of employing a more distinctive 

and concise wording is not true; they realize what is eye-catching and 

consequently effective in selling-power. The use of "pays off" 

receives encouragement via ads such as the following: 

OLD SPICE 
STICK DEODORANT 

the Social Security 
that pays off 

every day 

How Pure Oil's 11 pint-size 11 refinery 
pays off for you at the gas pump 

77 
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The habit of combining~ with a verb certainly does not diminish 

when a lad sees his prototype in an ad with this wording: 

HE CAN 
PICK UP 
A SNEEZE 
FROM 
THIS GLASS 
BUT NOT 
FROM A 
DIXIE CUP 

His teen-aged sister, naturally figure-conscious, no doubt is 

impressed when she sees, 

ARE YOU MEASURING UP? 

Libby's Tomato Juice 

and no less are her interests in make-up and romance. She reads a 

combination linked with a poetic phrase, each presenting its respective 

charm to one her age: 

She never looks over made up ••• her skin glows 
with the softness of candlelight! 

Revlon "Touch and Glow11 

The brother and sister; because o.f ,their:concern. for:.the· house-

hold pet, may be "off" and "away" to the drugstore as a result of these 

ads: 

Sensational news for dog lovers! 
See fleas drop off within minutes 

Sergeant's 

Start Your Puppy Right 
Worm him at home 
in ten seconds with 
Sergeant's Woi:n-Away 

How important in. must become to.the girl who reads, 

LE ROI Socks to listen in ••• 
••• or to walk in, or 
p1ay in, or dance in 
••• or d9 anything she 

fancies 



and out in, 
Look 

Out 
MISS 

your 
buttons 

are 
showing 

Costumakers 

llil,, in, and out assume importance vm.en a group of young people 

attend a movie at the "Drive-In" aY).d later go to a restaurant bearing 

the sign PIZZA PIC-UP. Inside they may see the poster, 

Orders 
Put Up 

To Take Out 

For the latter, "Orders to Go" would suffice; actually "to go" is an 
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expression for the service advertised. One can not help but see, how-

ever, the commanding, even though redundant, property of the verb :.forms. 

It is erroneous to believe that all the influence rebounds on the 

young ones. Adults, even though they are generally unaware of the 

ex'tensive combination usage in advertising, likewise receive the 

impressions l!filich automatically transfer into their speaking and writ-

ing. Techniques for enhancing the attraction of combinations include 

quotation marks, underlining, and the derivative adjective: 

NO DRY 
11 SMOKED-OUT 11 

TASTE! 

NO FLAT 
11 FILTERED-OPT 11 

FLAVOR! 
Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes 

AUTO-LITE POWER TIP 
"fires up" winners 
in 1957 Mobilgas Economy Run 

Aunt Abigail Loves to "Eat Out" 
Syracuse China 

Today's Clorox 
gets out dirt suds leave in 

PRES-IT-ON 
FLY KILLER 

Revolving Shelves, 
Magnetic Door, 
Big Roll-Out Freezer · 

Frigidaire 



Other ads enforce the power of the combination by format: 

Clears Up 
the severest 
dandruff 
Thorodan 

Rolls Away 
ironing strain ! 

Arvin MET•L•TOP 
IRONING TABLE 

Then there are those which use combinations for the sake of rhyme: 

Only WESTINGHOUSE brings you an air condi:t,ioner 
"fashion-thin to blend in" 

Fresh Up 
With 7-Up 

For the latter, gone is the word refresh which lacks the power of the 
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qutte sub-standard fresh J:!12• .The nursery rhyme arrangement amounts to 

more in dollars and cents. Satisfaction comes to a more discerning 

reader in an ad for a product which practically sells itself: 

Coca-Cola 
the pause that refreshes 

or 

BE REALLY REFRESHED ..•.. fAUSE FOR A COKE! 

Of special appeal to the man of the house in maintaining the one, 

two, or three family cars are ads such as the following: 

PENNZOIL 
Shows your engine 
how to step out in style 

Zing-Up Gasoline 
Phillips 66 

Because of the many deadlines he must meet in a day, he is most inter-

ested in, 

DRIVE-IN BANK DRIVE-ON 
Belleville National Savings Bank 

The wife and mother quite naturally reads this type of ad: 

Speed up your meals with stainless steel 
PATRIOT WARE 

by Revere 

SMOOTH BIRD VINYL FLOORING ALWAYS COMES UP SMILING 
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Long-La.sting~ •• REAL-KILL 
Kills the bugs you have now ••• 
kills others that hatch out 
or come into your home 

How to pretty up a picture 
Carter's (Baby clothes) 

even weeks later 

Easy to see, then, is the influence of combinations through adver

tising on the family as a whole. With the construction ever before 

them, they will not so often use one-word verbs or, as the purist would 

say, more distinctive expressions. 

To further note the importance of combinations in this field, the 

investigator has made a survey of ads in a popular magazine. 1 Within 

the two hundred and four advertisements there are two hundred and 

eighteen combinations. Number of occ~rrences per ad are from none to 

twelve, but the total number is greatly decreased by the many small ads 

found at the end of the magazine, The tendency seems to be that the 

smaller ads with their limited wording have scanter chance for the 

combination; however, there is a ratio of better than one occurrence 

per ad. This survey has covered ads offering conunercial goods and 

services and not those advertising schools or the magazine itself. 

Prestige, however, seems to diminish the usage. A magazine2 

devoted to promoting advertising of fine clothes, excursions, invest-

ments, and so forth, has in its two hundred and fifty-five ads, one 

hundred and five combinations. Herein one may find a glorified combi

nation derivative: the "comeuppance" to be received by a new investor.3 

In both magazines it is safe to say that in the more commanding 

1Good Housekeeping, CXLVIII. (March, 1959). 
' ' 

2The New Yorker, XXXV (March 14, 1959). ~-
3rbid., p. 168. 
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ads of a quarter-page or larger, the verb-adverb and its derivatives 

figure with great importance. 

Occurrences in th~ Newspaper 

Another abundant source of combinations is the newspaper. A 

complete study of these would make a thesis in itself; therefore, this 

survey is limited to a study of frequency in comic strips, of promi-

nence in headlines and captions, and.of expressions peculiar to some 

specialized types of journalistic writing. 

Lord Plushbottom says, "The blast-off weight-reducing plan at the 

shape-up gym sounds intriguing, Mamie." Dennis the Menace shows the 

habit of adding a particle apparently for the cause of merely adding 

same. An aggregation of children are gathered in his mother's kitchen, 

and he says, "The kids decided that you were the mom we have the MOST 

FUN PLAYIN 1 IN THE HOUSE OF. 11 Again he says to a neighbor lady, 11Can 

I stay here while my mom gets over a busted vase?" Peanuts, upon 

losing a library book, writes, ''I will come to the library and turn 

myself in. 11 Mayor Barlow says that he can I t make up his mind whether 

to run fer mayor ag 1in ..• or try fer governor. He inquires of Loweezy, 

"What do you thirik I ought to run fer?" and she answers, 11 Th' Creek .•• " 

Time after time the construction appears. A Sunday comic section4 

contains thirty strips, three of which have no conversation. In the 

remaining twenty-seven, there are eighty-six combinations. These 

' figures show an average of three-plus combinations per comic strip. 

4comic section in Su..1day St. Louis Post-Disnatch, March 15, 1959. 
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In another Sunday paper, 5 carrying a different set of comics, twenty-

three in number, there are seventy-three combinations, again giving an 

average of three-plus per strip. 

Newspaper headlines and captions often contain combinations. For 

a top front page headline one may see, 

IKE SCOUTS A F:(:TCHEg 
PIRATES SIGN HIM UP 

GEJ\J. TAYLOR SAYS BERLIN 
CAN BE DEFENDED IF U. s. 8 
IS WILLING TO GO ALL OUT 

PUBLIC-PRIVATE 
POWER BAT1;1E 
IS SHAPING UP? 
IN CALIFORNIA 

SAYS TEEL KILLING SET up9 

In the first section of a Sunday newspaper, 10 there is a count of 

twenty headlines, .sub-,heads, and captions to present .some twenty-four 

combinations. They appear as follows: (Page number in parentheses) 

CARPENTER BOSS 
CRACKS DOWN 
ON LEADERS OF 
FESTUS LOCAL (1) 

Sets Forth General 
Principle--Says REA 
Should Serve Staie 
If Its Prices Are Be
low Others (1) 

GEN. TAYLOR SAYS BERLIN 
CAN BE DEFENDED IF U.S. 
IS WILLING TO GO ALL OUT (1) 

BACKDOWN BY FRENCH 
ON FLEET ANGERS NATO ( 2) 

IRISH PRESIDENT, 
SEAN O I KELLEY SET 
FOR TOUR OF U. S. (2) 

The German freighterVormann Rass, smoke billowing from its hold 
after catching fire off Briton's Devon coast Wednesday, being 
taken under tow by Royal Navy minesweeper Jewel (right foreground) 
with minesweeper Acute standing by. (2) 

5comic section in The Chicago Tribune, March 15, 1959, 

6st. Louis Globe-Democrat, April 13, 1958, p. 1. 

7st. Louis Post-Disnatch, August 26, 1957, p. 1. 

8Ibid., March 15, 1959, p. 1. 

9The Evansville Press, March 31, 1959, p. 1. 

10section A of Sunday St. Louis Post-Dispatch, March 15, 1959. 



Pulling Down Mill Creek Walls 
Demolition now in progress in Mill Creek Valley is relatively 
easy because old buildings are so weak many can be pulled dovm. 

At Same Time Number 
of Cases Cleaned Up 
Showed Increase of 
48. 7 Pct. (3) 

ENGINE CUT OUT, AIRLINER 
FORCED TO LAND AT JOPLIN (6) 

11 COMPLAINING 
OF PLANT CLOSING 
CHAIN SELVES IN (18) 

LIBBY CHARGES 
SOVIET A...:TESTS 

$75,000, GRANT TO SET UP 
OR.AI,, PATHOLOGY PROGRAM (3) 

CANDIDA TE ElBERT vvANTS 
TRAFFIC SET_DP CHANGED (3) 

RACE HORSE BITES 

(3) 

OFF FINGERTIP OF 
ELIZABETH ARDEN (10) 

4 TASK FORCES 
SET.UP TO WRITE 
G. 0. P. PROGRAM (23) 

WERE SOURCE OF RECORD FALLOUT (21+) 

JAIL CELLS PUT ON SALE (27) 

PRISONER PLUGS 
IN THE PLUGS AND 

LOSES RADIO JOB (27) 

Runaway Train's Path of Destruction 
Workers cleaning up deb:ris yesterday left in path of 

runaway freight train that rammed through the Union 
Pacific depot (lower right), rolled across the main 
street of Olympia, Wash., and plowed into a restaurant •.. 

RUNAWAY RAIL CARS 
DESTROY BUILDINGS (28) 

(28) 
EXPERTS DETONATE BOMBS 

TURNED IN BY CYPRIOTS (28) 

For the busy individual with time to read only headlines, sub-

heads and captions, the prominence and frequency of the verb-adverb 

undoubtedly are strong in impression. The avid newspaper reader fur-

ther exposes himself to the usage through reading various newspaper 

jargons. For instance, a typical market page column has th~se head-

lines: 

PROFIT-TAKING WIPES OUT EARLY GAINS ON MARKET 

Air-Missile Issues 
Withstand Sell-Off 

Within the six-inch column there are five· additional verb-adverbs: 
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. . ll 
wiped out, sell-off, stacke~ J:ll2, sprinted ahead, tapered off. 

Sports lingo consists of a multitude of combinations. To mention 

some, there are the touchdown, kickoff, kickback, set-up, line-up, sit 

out (the season, or the game), runnerup, lay-up, guard-around (plays), 

playoffs, strike out, called.out, pickoff (throw), time-out, 12,ounced 

2ff, batted in, and so forth. Sports writers naturally use such ter1ns 

and are prone to using combinations other than technical terms. One 

writer includes eigl'lteen combinations in a twenty-two and a half-inch 

column: ~. £!m, .nlavoffs, puts. in, rn down, worry about, pla;v-off)!., 

~ QI!, ~. :Lnto, ~.for,_ poi,nt out, playoff, talking about, ~ 

ting Q.!2, nooning~' came along, playoff,~ ill, and get in. 12 

Occurrences in Radio and Television 

The verb-adverb is ear-commanding as well as eye-catching, and 

radio and television play their parts in prom6ting the construction, 

The materials in the two media are alike; therefore, the choices for 

survey are radio commercials and television scripts. 

A one-minute R. C. Cola singing commercial contains these phrase~ 

built around the verb-adverb: 

How do you account for your rise to the top? 
Brighten J:!£ the R. C. Co~a way. 
Better taste calls for R. C. Cola. 
Why settle for lift without lightness? (twice)13 

11The Evansville Courier, March 19, 1959, p. 40, 

12Bob Broeg, "Sports Comment," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, March 19, 
1959, p. m. 

13 · 
Compton Advertising, Incorporated. Master 788. 
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Shell Oil Company gives the same average in a straight commercial 

to include the following: 

toting Ltotalling17 :l!l2 gallons 
going into the tank 
actually brings~ lost power 
really add :l!l2 
hills, getaways, in passing14 

For the television drama, the selection is the detective story 

series, "The Lineup." One script, "The Chloroform Murder Case," 

offers eighty-seven combinations. 15 By allowing twenty-five minutes 

of actual playing time for a thirty-minute program, a combination 

sounds forth each twenty seconds. 11 The Frederick Freemont Case" of the 

same series contains seventy-seven combinations, or one each nineteen 

16 seconds. Typical expressions in these two scripts are spouting··off, 

beat her :!!Q., paid off, latched on, gets~ off, picked him :!!12, set it 

.!!12, pushover, stakeouts., l~ning fil2 contacts, and get l!P !!1Y bail. 

A television program, "Years of Crisis," is a news broadcast pre

senting a sUlill1l.ary of the year's news concerning for~ign relations. 17 

The panel consists of Edward R. Murrow and eight foreign correspondents 

--Howard K. Smith, David Schoenbrun, Alex Kendrik, Winston Burdett, 

Ernie Lester, Pete Kolischer,.Dan Schorr, and Eric Sevareid. In this 

program there are one hundred and forty-six combinations or an average 

of one for each twenty-five seconds in the hour-length program. One 

14ifouse Brand Radio Commercial #5806, January 17, 1958 

15Fred Eggers, story ed., "The Lineup," Script #178-182. CBS 
Television Network. ·(with special permission from Mr.·· Eggers, script 
to be used only in connection with this thesis) 

16Ibid., Script #170-175. 
17 CBS News Broadcast, 4:00 to 5:00 P. M. EST, December 29, 1957. 
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must realize that the frequency, even though it does not seem so accord

ing to numbers, is much less in this program than in the plays. Whereas 

there is much time devoted to action in the plays, the news broadcast is 

continuous conversation. 

Another avenue of influence in radio and television is popular 

songs and their lyrics. While there has been no survey of frequency, 

one can readily see the force of the record-breaking record, 11 I 1m All 

Shook Up. 11 As a result of this song's popularity, the people of the 

nation are no longer distu:r:be<i,.disconcerted, nervous,, or upset, but 

are all shook up. 

Thus one can realize the selling-power and eye-catching property 

of the verb-adverb and its derivatives in advertising and the most 

popular of all reading materials, the newspaper. The combination is 

no less popular in radio and television. With some idea, then, of 

the verb-adverb's place in mass media, the intent now is to note fre

quency according to levels of speaking:·andr'writing:,and to show 

additional situations conducive to the origin and popularity of combi

nations. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE COMBINATION IN SPEAKING AND WRITING 

Occurrences in Conversation 

The verb-adverb has its greatest frequency in oral conversation. 

Directed attention toward occurrences in al.most any interchange of 

words reveals that the construction occupies a far greater percentage 

of conversation than can otherwise be imagined. The more frequent 

appearance in the lower levels of speaking is an accepted fact, but 

the verb-adverb also has a place in the more elevated discourse. What 

are the causes for the origin and development of the combination in 

speaking? What are its effects? These questions receive consideration 

prior to the survey of frequency. 

Logan Pearsall Smith has devoted extensive attention to the many 

sources of combinations. He classifies and provides examples of thos,e 

concerned with special occupations and popular forms of sport; from 

the sea; from farm animals, wild animals, wild nature, and out-of-door 

scenes; from house, furniture, and kitchen; from drinking, sewing, 

garments, machinery, arts, theatre, medicine, law, business, auction-

eering, shop-keeping, bookkeeping; from religions and the Bible; from 

Shakespeare's plays; and most significant of all, from the hum.an body, 
. 1 

particularly the hand. To the material presented in this highly 

1smi th, "English Idioms, 11 pp. 16-~.5. 
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interesting article there are the following influences to be added: 

1. Combinations, like other expressions, are regional. 

Drayton's Additions: 
Carrying Down ~ Dance •.. · One of the Boston peculiar phrases. I. D. 

fclipping pasted in margiQ/ From the Boston Daily Advertiser, Nov. 30, 
1815, fjear supplied by Draytori/ 

· The following melancholy event happened in this town on Tuesday. 
evening to interrupt the festivity and gayety bf a ballroom. A young 
lady, apparently in perfect health, while carrying .9.£!fil the dance 
_lunderlined by Drayto.!!7, fell upon the floor, was ta.ken up.-nearly life
less, and in a few minutes expired •.• This distressing event is supposed 
to have been occasion~d by the tightness of her dress. It cannot fail 
of inspiring a salutary cautio~ against the excess of a too prevalent 
fashion.-i~ Z*wearing a corsej} 

A lady froin Kentucky says she "sure was scared up" when she had 

her operation (heard by investigator). "You're a ';fade-out' in the 

East when you don't keep a promise you promised to keep. 113 "You've 

'lucked out' in the Far West usage if the class bell rings just as 

you're abo,it to goof on a Latin translation ••. 114 For the purpose of 

squelching, "Pick up your toys and go to your room!" is a Texas expres

sion.5 In the West there is a softer expression for necking, "ma.king ., 

out," supposedly less immoral than nec~ing (told to investigator). 

2. As can be seen from the last three examples, teen-agers are 

prone to coining combinations or new meanings for the existing ones. 

6 "She was all pushed out of shape !'' means the girl was angry. 

2 . 
Hennig Cohen, "Drayton's Notes on Pickering's list of Ameri-

canisms,11 American Speech, XXXI (December, 1956), 270, 

3Jan London, "The Date Line, 11 ~ Housekeeping, CXLVI (April, 1958), 
20. 

4Ibid. 

5Ib'd 
1. • ' p. 20. 

6Ibid., p. 21. 



.3. Some combinations disappear from use after a time; others 

expand to meanings aside from the original; some become standard 

English. 

Disappearance: carrying down.§. dance 

Expansion: "Blow-out (1892-) in the West, a hollow made by the 

wind in an area of loose sand, or on the top of a 'butte, '· 11 7 Today 

the combination may mean an accident with a tire or a big party. 

Standardization: Many combinations are standard today; for 

instance, for the verb fall, there are fall back, fall ig, fall off, 

fall through, fall to, fall upon, and others. 

4, Combinations are more fraternal than they appear to be under 

classifications of industry, sports, and so forth. They have an "old 

buddy-buddy" quality aside from the bond of common interest. David 

Mauer says, 

,,,,LPickpocketi7 avoid argot in general conversation ••• eliminate it 
when being observed by anyone not in the rackets. This applies to 
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the higher levels who develop real interest in literary language and 
who have a high degree of linguistic awareness; the lower levels think, 
speak, and live the argot.8 · 

The pickpocket's love for .. the combination appears in the following 

passages and a list of a few of his pet ezj)ressions: "One class cannon 

of my acquaintance has trouble filling in with good mobs because he 

has a tendency to argue with the sucker too much. 11 9 11 Some mobs visit 

7william A. Craigie, "The Growth of American English, 11 .§.. f. :§., 
Tract LVI (1940), 206. 

~avid W. Maurer, "Whiz Mob," Publication of the American Dialect 
Society, No~ 24 (November, 1955), 42-43, 

9Ibid,, p. 43. 
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a moving picture once or twice a day and there in the security of 

darlaless, turn over the leathers, divide the lalock .£12 (the day's take) 

equally. 1110 Expressions containing combinations are as follows: 

putting .l!E for the mark, putting his hump .l!Q, playing for§. mark, 

digging in, rooting in, or batting away, stick_and split m.§_ out, a 

poo :!:!E, a rn .Q!!, cop in your hat, and chippy around. 11 

A list of hot rod terms in Pasadena reflects the social, local, 

and teen-age influences simultaneously. In the two hundred and 

seventy-five terms there are thirty-five combinations which compose 

one-seventh of the entire list. A few of these are back off, burn 

out, choose off, howed ~' souped l!P, peel out, m ~' and wind 

'- 12 out. 

In considering the truth of the more abundant appearance of the 

construction in the lower levels of speaking, one must realize, at 

the same time, that the usage within a group with a common interest 

does not necessarily throw one of that group in the lower level 

speaking class. Whereas one might say that the pickpocket society is, 

in general, uneducated, one can not make the near blanket accusation 

against a hot-rod group wherein some members come from homes of 

culture and have the education required of their ages. To add an 

illustration, the glossary of Air Force slang has one hundred and 

fourteen entries, to include twenty-four combinations, or practically 

lO_Ibid., p. 119. 

ll.Ibid., pp. 5$-77. 

12'Don :Mansell and Joseph S. Hall, "Hot Rod Terms in the Pasadena 
, Area," American Speech, XXIX (:May, 1954), 93-104. 
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one-fourth of the total entries. Examples are auger in, clobber .l;E, 

~ ~, booger_ off,__ and stooge along. l,3 . Crass it would be to say the 

Air Force members are of the lower level, for most of them are well-

educated. The point is that be a person a pickpocket, a hot-rod 

"addict," or a member of the Air Force, the 11 palship11 quality enters 

into a method of speaking for his particular group, that method to 

contain a good portion of combinations. With little reservation, one 

may pronounce the combination an important binding device in a set 

group, thereby serving to exclude outsiders who do not understand 

terms peculiar to that group. 

Hence, the region~ the age of a group, time, and a fraternal 

element are important factors governing the appearance, modification 

of meaning, disappearance, and frequency of the construction lUlder 

study. 

To note the frequency in conversation, the investigator has 

studied five one-act plays plus the two television drama scripts 

observed for hearing frequency in the previous chapter. Those combi

nations appearing in incidental material (introduction, instructions, 

and so forth) have not received colUlt. Table I presents the results 

of the survey. The higher number of occurrences in some scripts does 

not necessarily place the material on a lower level, but rather 

accommodates the educational level of personifications. To be noted 

is the diminishing of the usage as characterizations portray more 

learned people. 

l3Leo F. Engler, '1A Glossary of U. S. Air Force Slang, 11 American 
Speech, XXX (May~ 1955), 115-120. 
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TABIB I 

FREQUENCY OF THE COMBINATION IN PLAYS 

' Total 
Play and Playwright Speaking Level Total Combi- Ratio 

Words nlations 

"The. Chloroform Murder Includes at least 
Caseu Fred Eggers-·- five ver'y illledu-
Story Editor cated persons 2374 87 1--27 

11 The Happy Journey to Family using sub-
Trenton from Camdenn standard English 
Thornton Wilder 2951 79 1--37 

"Ile" Eugene O'Neill Men on whaling 
ship using crudi-
ties in speaking 3204 85 1--38 

11!I'he Frederick Freemont Much better level 
Case" Fred Eggers-- than "The Chloro-
Story Editor form Murder Caseu 3185 77 1--41 

"Where the Cross is Sea captain and 
Made" Eugene O'Neill family spea~ very 

well--one charac-
ter speaks on low 
level and has a 
sizeable part. 3845 79 1--44 

11Enter the Hero 11 Educated young 
Theresa Helburn people--some 

slang 3780 68 1--55 

"There Shall be No Refined and 
Night" Robert Sherwood educated people 2576 2$ 1--92 

Occurrences in Educated Informal Speaking and in Formal Speeches 

Informal speaking among highly educated persons sees a decrease in 

frequency. "Years of Crisis," presented in the previous chapter for 

television surveyJ illustrates this fact. Examples of combinations with-

in this panel discussion are as follows: 



•.• that we could_ set~ some kind of American Protectorate ••• 
..• asked the Arabs to line !!E. on our side ••• 
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.•• left-wing regime took over ••• 
••. they can also cancef""out with their ICBM 1s our European bases. 
Why don't you sum l!Q now the political repercussions of Sputnik? 
••. they might opt out of the next war... · 
... was the trumped,££ crisis •.• 
•.. to try to cast !!E. a sort of national balance sheet ••• 

The number of combinations diminishes further in formal speeches. 

Those chosen for survey are Carl Sandburg's address to a joint session 

of Congress14 and President Eisenhower's State of the Union message. 15 

Instances wherein Sandburg quotes Lincoln do not receive tally. His 

own include calls for, took to himself, property was taken away from, 

wiped out as by fire, and stands for. President Eisenhower uses calls 

for, rests upon, depends upon, point :!:!12, account for, open J:!P, take :!:!12, 

and so forth. 

Prior to presenting the table on these types of speaking, it is 

proper to note the improved quality of verb-adverbs over those appear-

ing earlier in the chapter, such as the Air Force 11booger off, 11 or the 

pickpocket's "chippy around." In the higher level, then, one not only 

sees a smaller amount of occurrences, but a decidedly improved quality. 

The higher level verb-adverb has reached its status through its being 

more widely used. Trumped l!Q, for instance, may well have been sub-

standard at one time, but the expression has approval today as standard 

English, One can easily see its effectiveness over and above "a fabri-

cated crisis 11 or 11 an unfairly devised crisis." 

1411Abraham Lincoln the Incomparable," Vital Speeches of the Day, 
XXV (March 1, 1959), 293-294, 

1511As Eisenhower Sizes Up 'State of the Union, 111 U. S. News .§.i: 

World Rep0rt, XLVI (January 16, 1959), 60-64. 
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TABLE II 

FREQUENCY OF THE COMBINATION IN HIGHER LEVEL SPEAKING 

Total 
Selections Total Cambi- Ratio 

Words nations 

"Years of Crisis" 10418 146 1--73 

ri Abraham Lincoln the Incomparable" 1872 18 1--144 

"State of the Union 11 4290 16 1--268 

Occurrences in Writing 

Choices to illustrate the frequency of the verb-adverb in writing 

are the short story and the essay, the latter to include a study of the 

humorous essay, newspaper editorial, literary review, and feature, each 

of which are of the more educated level. 

To be understood is that the short story presents levels of educa-

tion in its characters, and the frequent appearance of the combination 

therein does not indicate that the story itself is substandard but that 

the frequency 11points up 11 the atmosphere, along with the educational 

level. 

The study of the essay reveals that the combination is quite 

prevalent in a humorous selection. As the essays become more serious 

or factual in tone, combination usage decreases in freq~ency. 

Tables III, IV, and V reveal the figures computed for this phase 

of the survey. Table III concerns the short story, IV, a special study 
. · 16 , 

of Drew Pearson's The Merry-Go-Round, and V, the essay. 

16 
Syndicated feature on editorial page of The Evansville Courier. 



TABLE III 

FREQUENCY OF THE COMBINATION IN THE SHORT STORY 

Total 
Short Story Speaking Tota]_., Combi- Ratio 
and Author Level Words nations 

11 Two Soldiers" Un:educated. 
William Faulkner (first person) 6441 209 1--31 

"Split Cherry Tree" Uneducated except 
Jesse Stuart for teacher 

(first person) 5210 137 1--38 

"Flight" Uneducated 
John Steinbeck (third person) 8150 200 1--40 

11 In Another Country" Educated 
Ernest Hemingway (first person) 2128 37 1--57 

11 The Pacing Goose" Quaker dialect 
Jessamyn West but not unedu-

cated 
(third person) 5642 95 1--58 

"Champagne Waltzt1 Educated 
Robert Hendersonl~ (first person) 2182 24 1--87 

-l~The New Yorker, mv (March 28, 1959), 28-JO. 
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TABLE IV 

FREQUENCY OF THE COMBINATION IN THE EDITORIAL 

Total 
Editorial and Date Total Combi- Ratio 

Words nations 

"Appointment Revives Dix.on-Yates 
Fight" February 13, 1959 862 16 1...,,-54 

"Anti-Franco Spanish Forces Grow 
Bolder" February 19, 1959 850 10 l-,,-85 

"Jordan's King Used to Brushes with 
Death" March 26, 1959 856 ·7 l~-122 

"Dominican Dictator Remains Tough 
at 6811 :March 27, 1959 845 9 1--94 

11 Ike Rescues Lame Ducks" 
March 28, 1959 845 10 1--84 

Total 4258 52 1--82 

TABLE V 

FREQUENCY OF THE COMBINATION IN THE ESSAY 

Total 
Essay Total Combi- Ratio 

Words nations 

"The Tooth, the Whole Tooth, and 
Nothing but the Tooth 11 Robert 
Benchl.ey Humorous Essay 2800 49 1--58 

The Merry-Go-Round Editorial 4258 52 1--82 

"Portugal: Arcadian Dream" Feature* 2153 23 1--93 

"Lawrence Durrell Impresses Greatly 
With His New Novel" Reviewirn 846 7 l,--121 

-l~Sybille Bedford, Vogue, CXXXIII (January 15, 1959), 82. 
-irnThomas B. Sherm.an, Sunday Post Dispatch, March 29, 1959, p. 4B 



The short ~tory survey reveals that the higher speaking level of 

educated characters and the atmosphere of the story which surrounds 

them result in a decrease of frequency in comparison with occurrences 

in stories centered around uneducated characters and their environ-

ments. Conversation is, of. course, conducive to the usage:. Thus,. 
·, 

familiar by nature, the short story shows a high frequency in most 

instances, the number of occurrences in some stories concerning edu-

cated people comparing favorably with the number in the more informal 
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•. '\ 

essay~ Essay surveys accent the fact that degrees of formality affect 

combination usage. The term formality here concerns association with 

and approach to others. Seemingly ohe can define the verb-adverb the 

"chatty" type construction, figuring importantly in the informal , 

approach. 

One can note, as a result of the entire survey, the important 

place the verb-adverb and its derivatives hold in several levels of 

speaking and writing. Where selling power and sociability are desired, 

the combination serves as a means of securing and holding the attention 

of the reader or listener. The more highly educated do not so fre-

quently rely on the construction; corisequ.ent1y, .attempts at, .high~r 

level speaking, informal and formal, and factual writing show a 

decrease in combination usage. But the combination is ever present, no 

matter what the type of material or situation. 



SUMJYiARY AND CONCLUSION 

The objective of this thesis has been to show the verb-adverb as 

characterized in the introduction, and to answer pertinent questions set 

forth in the problem. 

The first chapter offers an analysis of the verb-adverb combination 

through definitions and examples, to include both the verb-preposition 

and verb-adverb. Such analysis has as a basis opinions of grammarians 

which the investigator has examined preparatory to writing the thesis. 

As has been mentioned, they do not represent her ultD,11ate opinion, but 

rather the over-all picture of the grammatical conception. Some of her 

own ideas and criticisms appear· throughout the thesis. 

Opinions of various grarnfuarians appear in the next two chapt,ers, 

with points of acceptance and rejection indicated by the investigator. 

The third chapter shows the change in trend of thought during the past 

centu~y as to the nature of the particle; that is, from terming the 

particle a preposition to terming it an adverb. This transition of 

thought is the cause for the trend toward one classification for the two 

types of verb combinations, the verb-adverb. Observations herein, the 

investigator believes, constitute an altogether new discovery concerning 

the history and analysis of the combination. 

Examination of opinions in both chapters reveals quibbling and con

fusion among the scholars. The conclusion here is that much of the 

tumult on the one hand, and evasion on the other, is unnecessary. For 
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scholars to contend about whether one should pull the particle in with 

the verb or let it function in a modifying phrase when that particle 

logically goes with the verb; for them to offer the many names for the 

combination ranging from the 11 kind of a unit" to intricate terminology; 

for them to offer vague statements that a certain word is 11more or less 11 

a certain nart of speech; for some to rebel, so to speak, against combi-

nation usage; or for others to make little of the import of analysis and 

force of the construction--all of these seem unreasonable and uncon-

structive. 

A great majority of verb-adverb occurrences appear to have an easy 

solution. One should make a positive statement: Because of the adver

bial nature of the particle which in meaning, and consequently in syntax, 

is associated with the verb, the verb and particle assume the function 
,:. 

of a verb. The result is a unit lmown as the VERB-ADVERB COMBINATION. 

Now some will ask, nWhat is to be done with the less cohesive verb-

adverbs? 11 The answer to this is that it would be most appropriate to 

have a satisfactory presentation of the more indisputable ones, an anal-

ysis and name on which granunarians might agree. This at least would be 

a step forward. Less cohesive verb-adverbs may receive analysis either 

as a unit, or if it meets one's pleasure, through classification of 

each component word. 

Following presentation of opinions and criticisms therein, the 

investigator has given recommendations as to the best opinions and most 

suitable terminology. Also included here is an evaluation of the combi-

nation. 

The survey begins with freeing America of accusations concerning 

the prevalence of the verb-adverb. Then there is a survey of the 
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frequency of combination usage in various speaking levels and types of 

writing, along with a review of influences which cause the verb-adverb 

to appear and flourish. 

As a result of this surv;ey, the investigator feels she has reached 

perhaps her most important conclusion. Because of the incongruity which 

exists between the meager or· confusing treatment of the construction and 

its popularity in the language, there is, on her part, a pronounced 

awareness of a pressing demand for clarification of the construction and 

inclusion in both elementary and college level texts. The investigator 

has never found the verb-adverb discussed in elementary texts; some 

college works offer an analysis; others do not. 

Combination usage is, of course, too prevalent, but how can one 

expect· otherwise when comparatively meage; recognition of the construe-

tion exists? The investigator, therefore, suggests that someone v~ry 

much interested in the field of grammar attempt a simplified but 

thorough treatment of the verb-adverb with the view of its possible 

integration into grammar study. Only then will students have a true 

analysis of the structure of a sentence containing a combination, and 

moreover, become judicious in their choice of that type of expression. 

To support the idea of need for the study, the investigator wishes to 

relate an actual situation in her teaching experience. 

A more intelligent eighth grade student observes class discussion 

of the sentence, 11 01d Uncle Billy locked the d06rs and put out the 

1 lights and.Nurse .. put us children to bed." He hears put classified as 

lRuth H. Teuscher, Eleanor M. Johnson, and Ethel K. Howard, Junior 
Language Skills (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1935), p. 100, 
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a verb, and out as an adverb. He fro'Wils, raises his hand, and upon 

being recognized, says, 11 It seems to me that put out is the verb." The 

teacher, feeling that as questions arise, they should be answered, 

explains to the near genius that in higher levels of study, put out is 

a verb-adverb combination with lights serving as the object, The student 

is pleased because now he has an answer to his problem, and perhaps four 

more students with companion minds will nod their heads or assume an 

expression of satisfaction that they likewise understand. But for the 

great majority of this heterogeneous group, put is a verb and out is an 

adverbial modifier because that is the way they have been instructed at 

this level of study. Therefore, the teacher can note more expressions 

of confusion than of satisfaction. Certainly her duty is to clarify and 

not to confuse; as a result, she makes as little mention as possible of 

the construction. 

It is reasonable to assume that teachers and writers of texts have 

taken the easy route--namely, ignoring the fact that this study must 

occur in elementary grammar. The eighth-grader has presented it to the 

teacher. This is, indeed, a quite splendid situation. The erudite, so 

to speak, have been put to shame; they are running away from the cunning 

combination character; they are afraid of this charming, antagonistic, 

sometimes awkward, many times convenient, terse~ sometimes redundant, 

but colorful and emphatic verb-adverb fellow who is l!very much with us, 11 

to plague and to please. 
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